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EVALUATING THE SERIOUS AND VIOLENCE OFFENDER REENTRY 
INITIATIVE WITHIN AND ACROSS THE NEW ENGLAND REGION 
By 
Jessica A. Parent 
University of New Hampshire, September, 2008 
The reentry of inmates back into the community is a hotly debated topic in society 
today. A descriptive study was conducted to analyze what mental health services were 
being provided to inmates who were participants in the Serious and Violent Offender 
Reentry Initiative (SVORI). Additionally, barriers to implementing comprehensive 
mental health services, along with trends within and across the New England Region 
regarding mental health services were examined. The data collected was from three 
program evaluation surveys completed by Project Directors for SVORI in 2003, 2005, 
and 2006. The results indicate that the mental health services provided to SVORI 
participants varied according to state, lacking comparable data and having no consistent 
definition for mental health services. Inadequate referrals by facility staff was most often 
reported as a factor limiting participant enrollment in SVORI. These results have 





At the end 2006, 2.26 million inmates were in custody in state and federal prisons 
and local jails (Sabol, Couture & Harrison, 2007). This was an incarceration rate of 751 
inmates per 100,000 U.S. residents, or one in every 133 residents. During 2006, the 
number of people in custody increased by 2.9%, up from the average annual growth rate 
of 2.6% from 2000 through 2005 (Sabol, Couture & Harrison, 2007). At the end of 2006, 
1.3 million inmates were in custody in state prison (Sabol, Couture & Harrison, 2007). At 
least 95% of all state prisoners will be released from prison at some point; nearly 80% 
will be released to parole supervision (Hughes & Wilson, 2004). Given the high rate of 
State prisoners being released back into the community, a critical look needs to be taken 
at addressing the ways felons are reentering the community. 
Nearly 650,000 people are released from state and federal prison yearly and arrive 
on the doorsteps of communities nationwide (USDOJ, 2008). A far greater number 
reenter communities from local jails, and for many offenders and/defendants, this may 
occur multiple times in a year (USDOJ, 2008). According to the Bureau of Justice 
Statistics (2002), over fifty percent of those released from incarceration will again be in 
some form of legal trouble within three years. In his 2004 State of the Union, President 
Bush proposed "a four-year, $300 million prisoner re-entry initiative to expand job 
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training and placement services, to provide transitional housing, and to help newly 
released prisoners get mentoring, including from faith-based groups" (USDOJ, 2008). 
Given the high number of offenders reentering the community, attention needs to focus 
on what services, particularly mental health, are being provided to inmates prior to their 
release. 
Reentry involves the use of programs targeted at promoting the effective 
reintegration of offenders back to communities upon release from prison and jail 
(USDOJ, 2008). Reentry programming, which often involves a comprehensive case 
management approach, is intended to assist offenders in acquiring the life skills needed to 
succeed in the community and become law-abiding citizens. A variety of programs are 
used to assist offenders in the reentry process, including pre-release programs, drug 
rehabilitation and vocational training, and work programs (USDOJ, 2008). The belief is 
that if inmates are receiving reentry programming, the threat to community safety will be 
reduced when an inmate is released while improving their chances for success in society. 
A critical look at mental health services provided to inmates while incarcerated is 
essential. 
Research Question: 
What mental health services and components are being provided by SVORI grantees to 
incarcerated individuals within the New England Region? 
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Subquestions: 
a. What barriers, if any, do SVORI grantees faced while implementing 
comprehensive mental health services? 
b. What are the trends within and across New England states regarding mental health 
services among SVORI grantees since the implementation of these efforts? 
Rationale for Study 
To address the challenges posed by reentry, in 2003 the US Departments of 
Justice, Labor, Housing and Urban Development, and Health and Human Services 
established the Serious and Violent Offender Reentry Initiative (SVORI), a large-scale 
program providing over $100 million to 69 grantees to develop programming, training, 
and state-of-the-art reentry strategies at the community level. The SVORI programs are 
intended to reduce recidivism, as well as to improve employment, housing, and health 
outcomes of participating released prisoners (Multi-site SVORI evaluation, 2008). This 
funding focuses its target on prison populations, both male and female. SVORI presents 
funding for state correctional facilities to provide services such as substance abuse 
counseling, life skills training, domestic relations instruction, anger management groups, 
cognitive skills programs, vocational training, pre-employment planning, parenting 
training, adult basic education, special education classes, and mental health counseling. 
SVORI provides funding for prisons to bring positive alternatives to inmates to 
manage their lives. The focus of this study will be on the mental health services provided 
to incarcerated individuals through SVORI funding. In 2006, it was reported that more 
than half of all prison and jail inmates, including 56 percent of state prisoners, 45 percent 
of federal prisoners, and 64 percent of local jail inmates, were found to have a mental 
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health problem (James & Glaze, 2006). Additionally, James & Glaze (2006) found that 
mental health problems were primarily associated with violence and past criminal 
activity. Due to the high occurrence of mental health problems among prisoners and 
inmates, it is critically important to investigate how reentry programs are addressing the 
mental health needs of incarcerated individuals. 
Given that the vast majority of state prisoners will be released, it is imperative to 
understand what services are being provided to prisoners before their release to ensure 
the safety of the community and promote successful, non re-offending transition into the 
community by adopting a healthy lifestyle to include employment, mental health, 
housing, and a substance-free life. The implication is that, through pre-release mental 
health services, prisoners and inmates will be better prepared for their transition back into 
their communities. This study will assess the reported implementation of mental health 
services and components, identified barriers, and trends within and across the six New 
England states regarding SVORJ programming. 
Definition of Terms 
Churning (Churners) describes the experience of offenders who are committed to 
prison, released on parole, return to prison for either a technical violation of parole or for 
a new crime, and subsequently re-released from prison on the original sentence (Lynch & 
Sabol, 2001). 
Conditional Release is the release of an inmate from prison to community 
supervision (which includes probation or parole) with a set of conditions for remaining in 
the community. If the conditions are violated, the individual can be returned to prison or 
face another sanction in the community (BJS, 2000). 
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Determinate Sentencing is a prison sentence with a fixed term of imprisonment 
that is determined by a judge, a statute, or sentencing guidelines and that can be reduced 
by good-time or earned-time credits (BJS, 2000). 
Discretionary Release is the release of an inmate from prison where the release 
date is decided by a board or some other authority (BJS, 2000). 
Indeterminate Sentencing is a prison sentence with a maximum term established 
at the time of sentencing, but not a fixed term. Parole boards determine when to release 
individuals from prison (BJS, 2000). 
Mandatory Release is the release of an inmate from prison where the release date 
is the result of a determinate sentence and is not decided by a panel or board (BJS, 2000). 
Mental Health Problems are defined by two measures: presence of a recent 
history or symptoms of a mental health problem; and, they must have occurred in the 
twelve months prior to the interview. Recent histories of mental health problems include 
a clinical diagnosis or treatment by a mental health professional. Symptoms of a mental 
disorder are based on criteria specified in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-IV) (James & Glaze, 2006). 
Reentry is defined as the process of leaving prison and returning to society 
(Travis, Solomon & Waul, 2001). 
Sentencing refers to the punishment that a defendant receives upon being found 
guilty in a court of law. 
Supervision is a form of monitoring. It is designed to provide control and 
surveillance in a manner which will restrict and monitor the offender's movement and 
activities in the community. 
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Unconditional Release is the release of an inmate from prison where he or she is 
not under community supervision and is not required to abide by special conditions (and 





This research is concerned with identifying what mental health services are being 
provided to inmates where SVORI programming is available. As a result, the literature 
review will primarily focus on reentry efforts across the United States and the mental 
health needs of incarcerated individuals. 
From Prison to Home 
The U.S. adult correctional population—incarcerated or in the community— 
reached 7.2 million men and women, an increase of 159,500 during 2006 (Glaze & 
Bonczar, 2007). About 3.2 percent of the U.S. adult population, or 1 in every 31 adults, 
were in the nation's prisons or jails or on probation or parole at the end of 2006 (Glaze & 
Bonczar, 2007). On one level, this transition from prison to community might be viewed 
as commonplace. Ever since prisons were built, individuals have faced the challenges of 
moving from incarceration in correctional institutions to freedom and independence on 
the street. The costs of this cycle of incarceration and reentry are high from several 
perspectives. Travis, Solomon and Waul (2001) found that, 
More prisoners are returning home, having spent longer terms behind bars, 
less prepared for life on the outside, with less assistance. Often they will 
have difficulties reconnecting with jobs, housing, and perhaps their families 
when they return, and will remain beset by substance abuse and health 
problems. Most will be rearrested, and many will be returned to prison for 
new crimes or parole violations (p. 1). 
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First and foremost among reentry issues is the public safety dimension. In a study 
conducted by Langan and Levin (2002), it was found that within three years of their 
release in 1994, 67.5% of the prisoners were rearrested for a new offense (almost 
exclusively a felony or a serious misdemeanor); 46.9% were reconvicted of a new crime; 
25.4% were resentenced to prison for a new crime; and 51.8% were back in prison 
serving time for a new prison sentence or for a technical violation of their release, such as 
failing a drug test, missing an appointment with their parole officer, or being arrested for 
a new crime. Such high recidivism rates translate into new victimizations each year. 
Second, there are fiscal implications associated with reentry. Significant portions 
of state budgets are now invested in the criminal justice system; expenditures on 
corrections alone increased from nine billion in 1982 to 44 billion in 1997 (Travis, 
Solomon & Waul, 2001). Third, there are far-reaching social costs. Prisoner reentry 
carries the potential for profound collateral consequences, including public health risks, 
disenfranchisement, homelessness, and weakened ties among families and communities 
(Travis, Solomon, & Waul, 2001). 
Developments in U.S. Sentencing Policy 
Over the past generation, sentencing policy in the United States has been 
characterized by three major developments. The first is a significant increase in U.S. 
imprisonment rates. At yearend 2006, correctional facilities in the United States held an 
estimated 2,385,213 inmates in custody, including inmates in Federal and State prisons, 
territorial prisons, local jails, facilities operated by or exclusively for U.S. Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement (ICE), military facilities, jails in Indian country, and youth in 
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juvenile facilities (Sabol, Couture & Harrison, 2007). During 2006 the total incarcerated 
population increased by 2.8%, or 64,579 inmates (Sabol, Couture & Harrison, 2007). 
The second development is a shift in sentencing and supervision policy, away 
from indeterminate sentencing and earned release to greater reliance on determinate 
sentencing and mandatory release (Travis, Solomon, & Waul, 2001). This has had 
significant effect on federal and state sentencing policy. Third, parole supervision has 
undergone considerable changes, with increasing caseloads, new monitoring capacities, 
and an increased focus on supervision over rehabilitation. Taken together, these trends 
place an increased burden on the formal and informal processes that should work together 
to support successful reintegration (Travis, Solomon & Waul, 2001). 
The unifying sentencing approach of the past has been replaced with a variety of 
state-level experiments in mandatory minimums, abolition of discretionary parole release, 
three-strikes laws, sex offender registration, sharply reduced judicial discretion, and 
truth-in-sentencing policies, among others (Travis et al., 2001). Given the move toward 
experimental sentencing, past interventions that have included good-time credits earned 
for successful completion of in-prison programming have been eliminated or reduced in 
many states. With the increase in the number of incarcerated individuals, those who are 
released face supervision by overburdened parole officers. Intensive case planning and 
management, both pre- and post-release, and the availability of community support 
services have not been viewed as priorities. For example, recent surveys of parole 
officers show that more of them give high priority to the law enforcement function of 
parole, rather than its service or rehabilitation function (Lynch, 1998). 
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Decreased Program Participation among Inmates 
The reentry of prisoners into the community has sparked a great deal of debate. 
Two questions that recur throughout the literature are how to protect the safety of the 
public, and how to foster an individual's transition from life in prison to life as a 
productive citizen. Longer stays in prison are important to consider, both for public safety 
and for reintegration of ex-prisoners. From a public safety perspective, longer stays are 
associated with reductions in crime through both incapacitation (Blumstein & Beck, 
1999) and general deterrence (Levitt, 1996). To the extent that serious crime rates are 
lower because longer sentences have incapacitated violent or repeat offenders, or because 
they have deterred others, additional public safety benefits may accrue by keeping serious 
offenders out of the released prisoner pool for longer periods of time. 
Alternatively, offenders who present minimal risk of recidivism could be released 
from prison sooner. Moreover, as serving longer terms in prison can have negative 
consequences for reintegration of offenders, shortening the length of stay for those 
offenders who pose less risk of recidivism makes sense both because it poses little risk to 
public safety and because it increases the chances that low-risk offenders will be able to 
reintegrate successfully (Lynch & Sabol, 2001). This is because longer prison terms may 
lessen post-prison employment and earnings, and are associated with detachment from 
families and community institutions. Both of these effects can complicate reintegration of 
ex-prisoners (Lynch & Sabol, 2001). 
Consistently, the literature involving prisoner reentry discusses the fact that the 
released prisoner pool consists of more 'churners.' According to Lynch and Sabol (2001), 
the process of churning describes the experience of offenders who are committed to 
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prison, released on parole, returned to prison for either a technical violation of parole or 
for a new crime, and subsequently re-released from prison on the original sentence. 
Churners account for more prison admissions per year in recent years than they did in the 
early 1990s (Lynch & Sabol, 2001). As can be predicted by its description, churning 
poses challenges for reentry, as churners are a group of offenders who have proven to be 
difficult to reintegrate. Lynch and Sabol (2001) found that while churning is a function 
both of technical violations and new crimes committed by ex-offenders, churning also 
represents a failure to reintegrate. In addition, the research showed that these recently 
released prisoners are less likely to have participated in prison programs than they were 
in the past. 
According to Lynch and Sabol (2001), most prisoners do not participate in prison 
programs such as education and vocational programs, and the rate of participation has 
dropped over the past decade. Additionally, Lynch and Sabol (2001) found that, in 1997, 
only 27 percent of the soon-to-be-released inmates reported that they participated in 
vocational programs and 35 percent that they participated in educational programs; these 
numbers are down from 31 percent and 43 percent, respectively, in 1991. In addition, 
only about 13 percent of the soon-to-be-released cohorts in both 1991 and 1997 reported 
participating in prerelease programs. Based on the research conducted by Travis et al. 
(2001), the movement in U.S. sentencing policy towards experimental sentencing that has 
eliminated or reduced in many states good-time credits earned for successful completion 
of in-prison programming, could be an explanation for the declining program 
participation with inmates. 
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Presumably, pre-release program participation is an asset upon release from 
prison. Having completed a degree or vocational training should enhance the chances of 
finding employment after release, all else being equal. So why do prisoners chose not to 
participate in educational and/or vocational programs? Based on the Travis et al. (2001) 
research, since there is no reward for completing programs that are not mandated, there is 
little incentive to do more than serve their sentence. 
Additionally, research needs to focus on understanding how life in prison could 
adversely affect the capacity of an inmate to stay focused on learning when they may be 
distracted by safety concerns. The prison experience may itself create or exacerbate 
adverse physical or psychological conditions. Some prisoners experience serious physical 
injuries and/or psychological trauma while incarcerated (Travis et al., 2001). If prisoners 
are not able to feel safe, it should not be a surprise that participation in programming 
would not occur. 
Challenges to Reentry 
Prisons and jails are at a critical juncture in addressing their inmate population 
and the environment in which they are housed. The National Governor's Association 
Center for Best Practices (NGA, 2004) released an overview of the challenges and 
impacts of prisoner reentry. As part of addressing best practices, NGA recognized the 
range of personal issues that jeopardize prisoners' chances of succeeding in the 
community. The NGA pointed out some significant facts about the prison population 
including that 80% have a history of substance abuse, 16% are diagnosed with a mental 
illness, 73% of mentally ill inmates also suffer from a co-occurring substance use 
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disorder, 70% are high school dropouts and roughly half are functionally illiterate, and 
most are unemployed upon release (NGA, 2004). 
The NGA reports that female offenders often have histories of serious physical 
and mental health issues (over 60% have a history of physical or sexual abuse) and long-
term substance abuse issues. According to the Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network 
(RAINN), 1 out of every 6 American women and 1 out of every 33 American men have 
been the victims of an attempted or completed rape in their lifetime. One in every four 
women will experience domestic violence in her lifetime (Tjaden & Thoennes, 2000). 
Although addressing these issues may not necessarily be the primary responsibility of a 
jail or prison, not providing adequate access to services or treatment jeopardizes the 
chances of successful reentry and negatively impacts public safety. 
Throughout the literature on prisoner reentry, a number of themes emerged that 
are necessary to address in order to transition a prisoner successfully from prison to 
community. These themes include employment, residence, family, health & support, 
criminal justice compliance, and social/civic connections. There are many different 
models that address each of these topics in the transition from incarceration to reentry 
into the community. Several of these models are examined in the following section. 
Models of Reentry Programming 
In 2002, the National Institute of Corrections (NIC) collaborated with the NGA to 
develop the Transition from Prison to Community Initiative (TPCI) as a pilot program 
(Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services, 2007). The TPCI model targets 
reentry services for state prisoners and focuses on risk management and structured 
decision-making consisting of seven distinct elements: 
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• Assessment and classification, beginning when the offender is first 
incarcerated; 
• Transitional accountability plans, spanning an offender's time spent 
incarcerated, on supervision, and on aftercare; 
• Release decision-making, because setting a tentative release date as soon 
as possible is essential to scheduling other program components; 
• Community supervision and services, based on risk and needs assessments 
and structured around the case management model; 
• Responses to adjustment and achievements on supervision, in which 
violations result in immediate, consistent, and proportional responses and 
accomplishments receive uniform and appropriate positive reinforcement; 
• Discharge from supervision, the end of the active portion of the criminal 
sanction; 
• Aftercare and community services to help clients find assistance from 
human service agencies, as needed. 
The objectives of the TPCI are to promote public safety by reducing the threat of 
harm to persons and their property by released offenders in the communities to which 
those offenders return, and to increase the success rates of offenders who transition from 
prison by fostering effective risk management and treatment programming, offender 
accountability, and community and victim participation (NIC, 2001). The TPCI model 
assumes that states will concentrate their supervision, support, and assistance resources 
on higher-risk subsets of the offender population. These groups (e.g., sex offenders, 
substance abusers, etc.) will have different configurations of dysfunctions, strengths, and 
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needs (NIC, 2002). Transition strategies need to be tailored for each such group, evolving 
over time in response to changes in the population of confined and released offenders, 
and feedback on performance measures. 
Currently eight states are participating in the TPCI, and three states (Missouri, 
Michigan and New York) have reported positive results (Virginia Department of 
Criminal Justice Services, 2007). Missouri indicates that twelve-month recidivism rates 
were 4.7% lower for program clients than for a comparable group of offenders (NIC, 
2007). Michigan reports a 20% reduction in prison returns for program clients, compared 
to a 1998 baseline rate (MDOC, 2007). New York reports significant increases in the 
proportion of released offenders who have Social Security cards and birth certificates, a 
drop in the number of parolees living in the New York City shelter system, and a 
dramatic increase in the amount of supervision fees collected from the supervised 
population (required under New York law, for offenders who are financially able) 
(NYSCJS, 2007). 
The Serious and Violent Offender Reentry Initiative (SVORI) model was 
developed in 2003, co-sponsored by the Office of Justice Programs (OJP) and the NIC. 
This initiative was an effort to reduce re-offending during post-incarceration. It focuses 
on full wrap-around services including: job assistance, life skills training, educational 
opportunities, substance abuse treatment and other aftercare (Virginia Department of 
Criminal Justice Services, 2007). There are currently 89 adult and juvenile SVORI 
programs within the U.S. 
SVORI is organized into three phases: the pre-release phase, the transitional or 
early post-incarceration phase, and the post-supervision phase. In the pre-release phase, 
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SVORI clients are identified, assessed and provided reentry planning. During the 
transitional phase to step-down facilities (e.g., jails, half-way houses), SVORI clients 
participate in orientation and skills-based education as preparation for release. In post-
incarceration and post-supervision, SVORI clients are provided opportunities in the 
community to participate in classes and receive additional support services (Virginia 
Department of Criminal Justice Services, 2007). SVORI has undertaken the task of a 
multi-site evaluation over a period of five years beginning in 2005; results from the New 
England region will be discussed later in this paper. 
In 2003, the Women's Advocacy Project (WAP), which is a project of the 
Institute on Women and Criminal Justice at the Women's Prison Association, developed 
recommendations for best practices on improving discharge planning from jail and 
prison. Upon entry into a correctional facility, WAP recommends four basic practices: 
provide inmates with a copy of "Connections," the resource guide for incarcerated and 
formerly incarcerated people; assess everyone for housing, education/GED training, 
medical needs, psychological health, family and reunification needs, job 
training/readiness, and identification (i.e., Social Security card, birth certificate, non-
driver's license, etc.); begin processes of obtaining necessary ID, GED, training, and 
other programs; and create a checklist for each person to track these things throughout the 
period of their incarceration (Women's Prison Association, 2003). 
In working with inmates, WAP developed a model to address the needs of 
criminal justice involved women (which could also work with men) called "Success in 
the Community: A Matrix for Thinking about the Needs of Criminal Justice Involved 
Women." WAP believes that a woman's success is related to the degree that there are 
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adequate provisions in six domains of her life: livelihood; residence; family; health and 
sobriety; criminal justice compliance; and social/civic connections. There is also 
recognition that other basic human needs include encouragement, orientation to new 
things, and to be recognized as valuable by others. The domains are interdependent. A 
viable plan must include provisions in each domain that can be reconciled with each 
other. 
With this in mind, WAP identifies four phases to move through in each domain: 
survival, stabilization, self-sufficiency, and goal (WAP, 2008). With each phase, inmates 
move from dependence to independence. There is no empirical evidence to support that 
addressing these six domains can adequately reshape an individual's thought processes 
and reduce recidivism once released into the community. However, these domains are 
repeatedly mentioned throughout the literature as being barriers to successful reentry. 
This suggests that further research on the impact of addressing these domains could be 
beneficial to reentry programming. 
Before release occurs, it is WAP's recommendation that five needs be met. They 
include: securing state identification so that it is available to inmates upon release and to 
provide financial and administrative assistance to inmates seeking to obtain such 
identification; submitting paperwork for benefits (i.e., Public Assistance, Medicaid, SSI, 
and housing-Section 8; supportive housing) to avoid waiting periods after incarceration; 
providing information about services in the community while encouraging outside 
agencies to come to the correctional facilities to talk about their services; providing 
accurate information about eligibility for housing (Section 8 appeals process, limits on 
public housing); and ensuring that medical/psychiatric forms are fully completed and 
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signed by a licensed physician (not a physician's assistant) (WAP, 2003). It is with these 
connections prior to leaving a correctional facility that women (and men) will be more 
likely to reintegrate successfully within the community. By allowing inmates to navigate 
their path towards success, with the help of the correctional facility and the community, a 
sense of empowerment, confidence, and independence is able to blossom. 
Mental Health of Inmates 
The three initiatives/models discussed above are committed to developing best 
practices for the reentry of inmates back into the community. However, there is one 
critical piece that is missing in the literature: mental health. At midyear 2005 more than 
half of all prison and jail inmates had a mental health problem, including 705,600 inmates 
in State prisons, 78,800 in Federal prisons, and 479,900 in local jails (James & Glaze, 
2006). These estimates represented 56% of State prisoners, 45% of Federal prisoners, and 
64% of jail inmates. James & Glaze's (2006) findings were based on data from personal 
interviews with state and federal prisoners in 2004 and local jail inmates in 2002. 
James and Glaze (2006) uncovered a depth of information regarding mental 
health problems and incarcerated individuals. Highlights of this study are as follows: 
• Female inmates had higher rates of mental health problems than male 
inmates (State prisons: 73% of females and 55% of males; local jails: 75% 
of females and 63% of males); 
• About 74% of State prisoners and 76% of local jail inmates who had a 
mental health problem also met criteria for substance dependence or 
abuse; 
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• Among State prisoners, 62% of white inmates, compared to 55% of blacks 
and 46% of Hispanics, were found to have a mental health problem. 
Among jail inmates, whites (71%) were also more likely than blacks 
(63%) or Hispanics (51%) to have a mental health problem; 
• Among State prisoners, an estimated 63% of those age 24 or younger had 
a mental health problem, compared to 40% of those age 55 or older. An 
estimated 70% of local jail inmates age 24 or younger had a mental health 
problem, compared to 52% of those age 55 or older; 
• State prisoners who had a mental health problem (27%) were over two 
times more likely than those without (10%) to report being physically or 
sexually abused in the past; 
• State prisoners who had a mental health problem (61%) were more likely 
than State prisoners without (56%) to have a current or past violent 
offense; 
• Among repeat offenders, an estimated 47% of State prisoners who had a 
mental health problem were violent recidivists, compared to 39% of State 
prisoners without a mental problem; 
• State prisoners who had a mental health problem (34%) had the highest 
rate of mental health treatment since admission to the correctional facility, 
followed by Federal prisoners (24%) and local jail inmates (17%); 
• All Federal prisons and most State prisons and jail jurisdictions, as a 
matter of policy, provide mental health services to inmates, including 
screening inmates at intake for mental health problems, providing therapy 
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or counseling by trained mental health professionals, and distributing 
psychotropic medication; and, 
• Taking a prescribed medication for a mental health problem was the most 
common type of treatment inmates who had a mental health problem had 
received since admission to prison or jail - about 27% of State prisoners, 
19% of Federal prisoners, and 15% of jail inmates who had a mental 
problem had used prescribed medication for a mental health problem since 
admission to the correctional facility. 
The last statistic is critical in understanding the predominant method that inmates 
are receiving mental health treatment that by correctional facilities-prescribed 
medication. The NIC sought to examine the extent to which corrections agencies 
acknowledge the needs and provide for, mental health care for not only their acutely or 
severely mentally ill inmates but also those with lower levels of disturbance. To explore 
this and other questions about prison mental health services, NIC distributed a survey in 
December 1999 to departments of corrections (DOCs) in state, territorial, and federal 
government settings (NIC, 2001). Responses were received from 49 states, the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons (BOP), and the Correctional Services in Canada, Guam, and Puerto 
Rico. About half of the DOC respondents were directors of mental health or psychiatric 
services, and respondents in another 11 agencies were mental health clinicians. 
Respondents in the remaining agencies included medical directors, wardens, and 
researchers (NIC, 2001). 
A majority of DOCs (28 state DOCs and the BOP) reported that they use 
assessment findings to make a formal determination of which inmates are considered 
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mentally ill (NIC, 2001). This determination then makes it possible for the inmate to 
receive specific types of housing, programming, and management that are not available to 
inmates who have lesser degrees of mental disorder. In some institutions, inmates with 
certain diagnoses are eligible for ongoing treatment and services, while others are not. On 
the other hand, responses from 21 state DOCs and the BOP suggested more flexibility in 
service provision. In expressing one agency's philosophy, the Indiana DOC respondent 
observed, "The Department of Corrections tries to manage those with serious mental 
illness primarily as patients who are incarcerated and those with 'other mental health 
needs' as offenders who have additional needs. Essentially, all offenders have some 
mental health needs" (NIC, 2001). 
In terms of management and treatment of mentally ill inmates, NIC (2001) 
reported that all DOCs responding to this survey indicated that they use a 
psychopharmacological approach to treating mentally ill inmates. Regarding mental 
health counseling, inmates with non-acute mental illnesses typically receive less than one 
hour per week of counseling in fourteen Departments of Corrections, one hour of 
counseling per week in ten Departments of Corrections, and more than one hour of 
counseling per week in four Department of Corrections (NIC, 2001). Respondents in nine 
Departments of Corrections indicated that the amount of counseling provided varies 
depending on need. Several respondents noted that inmates housed in special needs units 
are an exception to these numbers, as they have access to additional therapeutic mental 
health services. 
With few exceptions, inmates who are not considered mentally ill but have other 
mental health needs are housed in the general population. Exceptions include when these 
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inmates are in an inpatient or residential program (e.g., sex offender treatment, 
therapeutic communities, or addiction treatment, reported by sixteen state Departments of 
Corrections and the BOP); when the inmate is dangerous, inclined to self-injury, or 
suicidal (21 Departments of Corrections); or when the inmate is not coping well or is 
dysfunctional in the general prison population (9 DOCs) (NIC, 2001). 
According to Travis et al. (2001), even inmates who suffer from less serious 
mental health disorders or have not been diagnosed with any mental health disorders are 
likely to experience profound psychological conditions and/or trauma while incarcerated. 
The experience of incarceration alone could in and of itself be labeled traumatic. The 
conditions in which many inmates live are cramped, noisy, dangerous, and chaotic. In 
addition, the connections/relationships that inmates make with one another can influence 
a sense of safety. It is not uncommon for an inmate who is incarcerated for a drug offense 
to share a cell or living space with an inmate incarcerated for a violent offense. It is in the 
day-to-day life of many inmates that mental health is compromised (Travis et al., 2001). 
This is perhaps the one area of reentry initiatives that has been overlooked. All the 
planning that takes place in prison or jail prior to release may not resonate with an inmate 
who is struggling with concerns of safety and security. The mental well-being of inmates 
needs to be intact in order for their full participation in the development of their reentry 
plan. It is here that the system is falling short. 
Parents behind Bars 
Using the models/initiatives discussed earlier, along with increased attention to 
mental health care, there is an opportunity to address the needs of inmates while holding 
them accountable. It is important to note that any reentry program needs to be culturally 
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competent. Cross, Bazron, Dennis, and Isaacs (1989) list five essential elements that 
contribute to an institution's or agency's ability to become more culturally competent. 
These include valuing diversity, having the capacity for cultural self-assessment, being 
conscious of the dynamics inherent when cultures interact, having institutionalized 
cultural knowledge, and having developed adaptations of service delivery reflecting an 
understanding of cultural diversity. These five elements should be manifested at every 
level of an organization, including policy making, administration, and practice. Further, 
these elements should be reflected in the attitudes, structures, policies, and services of the 
organization (Cross et al., 1989). 
The needs of women and men are different. To illustrate this point, one clear 
consequence of imprisonment is that relationships with families and the broader 
community are strained. Most prisoners are parents (Mumola, 2000). About half of male 
inmates and two-thirds of female inmates leave at least one child behind when they enter 
the prison gates. In 1999, more than 1.5 million minor children had a parent who was 
incarcerated, an increase of more than a half-million since 1991 (Mumola, 2000). In some 
cases, the removal of a family member may be beneficial for those left behind-
particularly someone who has been violent at home or draining needed financial 
resources to support a drug habit. But in many cases it is a traumatic event for families, 
with huge consequences. Incarcerated males are fathers to 1.2 million children. Although 
only 44 percent of these fathers lived with their children prior to incarceration, most 
contributed income, child care, and social support (Mumola, 2000). 
Although women represent a much smaller proportion of the prison population, 
the female prison population is growing faster than the male population (Travis, Solomon 
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& Waul, 2001). From the child's perspective, the incarceration of a mother has quite 
different consequences from incarceration of a father (Travis, Solomon & Waul, 2001). 
First, because mothers are more likely to be the primary caregivers, a child's placement 
after a mother is incarcerated is more uncertain than when the father is imprisoned. Fewer 
than one third of all children with an incarcerated mother remain with their fathers. Most 
are cared for by extended family-53 percent of children with an incarcerated mother live 
with a grandparent and 26 percent live with other relatives (Mumola, 2000). Some 
children, however, become part of the foster care system. Ten percent of incarcerated 
mothers and 2 percent of incarcerated fathers report they have a child placed in foster 
care (Mumola, 2000). 
The role parents play in the development of their children's lives, and the 
potential impact of parent-child separation as a result of incarceration, highlights the need 
to find ways to help keep families unified during incarceration and reunited upon release. 
However, maintaining these relationships-between the parents and between the parent 
and child—during a period of incarceration can be difficult (Travis et al., 2001). 
Obstacles identified by the Women's Prison Association (2003) include inadequate 
information on visiting procedures, little help from correctional facilities about visiting 
arrangements, the time involved in traveling great distances to get to the correctional 
facility, visiting procedures that are uncomfortable or humiliating, and concerns about 
children's reactions to in-prison visits. These circumstances can easily strain relationships 
between parents and their children. 
While the information presented addressed parents serving time within a prison, it 
is important to recognize that there are also parents serving sentences in jails which pull 
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them away from their children. Though far from ideal, jails are typically within traveling 
distance for families wishing for visitation with an inmate. With adequate case 
management and reentry counseling, family contact can assist in reunification with 
children and reconciliation with family members. 
Summary 
It is clear from the literature that exists that there is a clear epidemic at hand in the 
United States-incarcerated individuals and their eventual release into the community. 
The U.S. adult correctional population-incarcerated or in the community-reached 7.2 
million men and women; an increase of 159,500 during 2006 (Glaze & Bonczar, 2007). 
This does not even take into account the number of juveniles housed in detention centers. 
Despite this explosion in numbers, there is little research that seeks to understand the 
needs of inmates while they are incarcerated in order for successful transition back into 
the community once they fulfill the requirements of their sentence. 
With the research that has been presented on reentry initiatives and/or 
programming, the mental health component of incarcerated individuals is generally 
overlooked. There is recognition that mental illness is a significant problem in prisons, 
but a range of effective methods of treatment seem to have been lost in the shuffle. 
Notably, taking prescribed medication for a mental health problem was the most common 
type of treatment for inmates who had a mental health problem since admission to prison 
or jail (James & Glaze, 2006). 
There could be many explanations for the lack of commitment to the mental 
health of inmates: lack of qualified staff to provide therapy/case management/reentry 
counseling; corrections systems uneducated about the mental health needs of incarcerated 
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individuals; and lack of funds to provide services, to name a few. It is likely that research 
that explores the cost of effective, evidence-based treatment versus "churning" 
individuals in and out of the corrections system may show that the up-front cost of mental 
health services would be cost-effective overall. Not to mention, the lives that may be 
spared victimization is priceless. 
Given the high rates of mental health problems while incarcerated, attention 
needs to focus on developing ways to support inmates who suffer from mental illness 
and/or less severe forms of mental illness. As stated earlier, at least 95% of all State 
prisoners will be released from prison at some point; nearly 80% will be released to 
parole supervision (Hughes & Wilson, 2003). In other words, that means a lot of inmates 
will be released back into the community with mental health problems still intact unless 
there is intervention. Reentry initiatives need to evaluate where their money would best 
be spent. In the words of the Indiana DOC respondent observed, "The Department of 
Corrections tries to manage those with serious mental illness primarily as patients who 
are incarcerated and those with 'other mental health needs' as offenders who have 




The purpose of this descriptive study was to answer three specific questions. First, 
what mental health services and components are being provided by SVORI grantees to 
incarcerated individuals within the New England Region? Second, what barriers, if any, 
do SVORI grantees face while implementing comprehensive mental health services? 
Third, what trends exist within and across New England states regarding mental health 
services among SVORI grantees since the implementation of these efforts? 
Participants 
Project Directors for the federally funded Serious and Violent Offender Reentry 
Initiative (SVORI) completed three program evaluation surveys in 2003, 2005, and 2006. 
These surveys were completed in compliance with Federal funding mandates for 
compiling the Multi-site Evaluation State Program Profile. SVORI funding supports a 
three-phase service continuum that focuses on reentry preparation: (1) just prior to release 
from prison, (2) during the first few months postrelease, and (3) for several years 
postrelease as participants take on more productive and independent roles in the 
community. Although all states in the country receive SVORI funding, the New England 
Region-Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode 
Island-was chosen for this study based on feasibility of analysis efforts. 
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Instrumentation 
As part of the SVORI Multi-site Evaluation, three surveys were administered by 
the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) International, along with the Urban Institute (UI). 
The National Portrait of SVORI Survey (2003); SVORI Project Director Interview (2005) 
(Appendix A); and, SVORI Program Director Interview (2006) (Appendix B) were used 
to compile program data across the United States. Drs. Pamela K. Lattimore and Christy 
A. Visher of RTI and UI, respectively, are Co-Principal Investigators and lead the 
evaluation team. 
Local SVORI programs are not based on a single program model; therefore, an 
implementation assessment component was needed to identify the program 
characteristics associated with any successful outcomes identified by the impact 
evaluation. The primary source of data for the implementation assessment were the three 
surveys completed by the SVORI program directors. These surveys were mailed to the 
program directors in 2003, 2004, and 2005; following return of the completed survey to 
the evaluation team, a follow-up telephone interview was conducted by RIT International 
staff with each program director to review the completed instrument and clarify any 
ambiguous responses. 
The National Portrait of SVORI survey gathered data in the fall of 2003 to 
characterize the individual programs, including information on the target population(s), 
the program elements, the timing of programs and services, the agencies participating in 
SVORI, and the degree of coordination among agencies. 
The SVORI Project Director Interview (20051 was sent to the program directors 
in early 2005. This survey is a 105-item questionnaire divided into nine sections: 
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1. Screening and Enrollment 
2. Assessment Tools 
3. Program Focus 
4. Services 
5. Program Components 
6. Service and Program Coordination 
7. Current Program Status 
8. Issues Surrounding SVORI Implementation 
9. Sustainability 
The SVORI Program Director Interview (2006) was sent in March 2006 and 
focuses on issues related to sustainability, ways in which SVORI activities were 
successful, and suggestions for improving the programs. This 66-item questionnaire 
included the following five sections: 
1. Program Status 
2. Enrollment 
3. Services 
4. Organizational Context 
5. Sustainability and Lessons Learned 
The goal of the SVORI Multi-site Evaluation is to determine whether programs 
have accomplished the overall goal of SVORI: increasing public safety by reducing 
recidivism among the populations served by these programs. The evaluation addresses 
four major reentry goals: (1) extent that SVORI leads to more coordinated planning and 
integrated services among partner agencies; (2) extent that SVORI participants received 
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more individualized and comprehensive services than comparison subjects; (3) extent that 
SVORI participants demonstrated better outcomes than comparison subjects; and, 
(4) extent that the benefits derived from SVORI programming exceeded the costs. This 
five-year evaluation began in 2005. 
Procedures 
After an extensive literature review and internet exploration of available resources 
and information on reentry efforts across the United States, the SVORI model was chosen 
due to its comprehensive national involvement and its commitment to the evaluation of 
mental health programming effectiveness. After the selection of the SVORI model, 
evaluation of the programs involved was narrowed to the states included in the New 
England Region. This region was selected based on interest of the region. An on-line 
search was conducted to gather the instrumentation tools utilized, reports generated by 
RIT International and the Urban Institute, and related literature addressing effective 
reentry programs. Once the evaluation tools were gathered, applicable data was selected 
to address mental health services provided by SVORI grantees to incarcerated and 
released inmates. 
Data Analysis 
In order to understand what mental health services and components were provided 
under SVORI within New England correctional facilities, each state was analyzed by 
year. With the 2003 survey, a code sheet (Appendix C) was created for each state within 
the New England region addressing the three following components: 
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1. Target population 
2. Program organization and services (focus on projected mental health 
services/counseling) 
3. Changes expected as a result of SVORI funding (focus on projected mental health 
services/counseling). 
Using the 2005 survey, a code sheet (Appendix D) was developed to track the 
following six areas explored involving the initial program implementation: 
1. Total number of SVORI participants enrolled by December 31, 2004 
2. Top three areas on which the program focuses its resources and efforts 
3. Top three outcomes 
4. Number of SVORI participants involved in mental health services/counseling -
both pre- and post-release 
5. Top three services enhanced the most as a result of SVORI funding 
6. Characteristics of the SVORI program that make it particularly unique 
The 2006 survey was used to evaluate how each SVORI grantee developed their 
program in the following year. The code sheet (Appendix E) was created to focus on the 
evaluation of the following: 
1. Total SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 2006 
2. Program phase most difficult to implement 
3. Top three most significant factors that limited the number of participants SVORI 
programs were able to enroll 
4. Top five areas a program focused its resources and efforts on during the course of 
the program 
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5. Top three outcomes each program hopes to affect for individual participants 
(besides recidivism) 
6. Number of SVORI participants involved in mental health services/counseling -
both pre- and post-release 
7. Mental health agencies involvement in SVORI programming for sustainability 
8. Planning to expand the program - if so, ways in which the program is planning to 
be expanded 
After the data was collected by examining the three SVORI surveys, each state was 
assessed as to one, what mental health services and components are being provided, two, 
what barriers, if any, SVORI grantees faced implementing comprehensive mental health 
services, and three, what trends were identified within and across the New England states 




The following results report on the SVORI grantees' initial goals for 
programming and the actual mental health services provided in the years 2005 and 2006. 
All of the services that offenders in the state received during incarceration and after 
release are reported using percentages. The range is as follows: None (N) = 0%; A Few 
(F) = 1-25%; Just under half (U) = 26-50%; Just over half (O) - 51-75%; Most (M) -
76-99%; and, All (A) = 100%. Additionally, in the 2006 survey, grantees rated how the 
services have changed as a result of SVORI by choosing from the following choices: 
Newly Implemented (N); Substantially Enhanced (S); No substantial change (NC); and, 
Service Not Available (NA). 
Maine 
Overview of SVORI Program (2003) 
Maine has one SVORI grantee focused on offenders returning to Androscoggin, 
Knox, Penobscot, and Washington counties from all of the state prisons located in Maine. 
The four counties to which participants return were chosen for the following reasons: 
Penobscot—more urban county in a rural state; Washington—high poverty, very rural 
and remote; Androscoggin—areas of high poverty, both urban and rural areas, had 
concerns about sex offenders residing there after release from incarceration; Knox-
wanted to participate and contains two work release centers and a State prison. 
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Target Population 
The target population of this SVORI grantee is male and female adults and 
youthful offenders. The number of targeted prisoners was projected at over 200, ranging 
in age from 16-25 . Participation among prisoners was voluntary; meaning that inmates 
are not forced to participate in reentry programming. 
Program Organization and Services 
Maine proposed organizing their efforts into two phases. Phase One is pre-release 
with a duration lasting six months. The following components/services comprise Phase 
One: 
• Reentry team with institutional, other governmental (including victim advocate), 
community supervision, family, and community-based organization 
representatives with an identified lead case manager; 
• Reentry specialist to assist with networking and brokering services; 
• Video-conferencing so offenders can meet with community-based organization 
staff before release, and community mentors are matched with offenders as well; 
• Strong collaborative of all partners (governmental and community-based 
organization) for planning and implementation of project; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, mental health and substance 
abuse treatment, job training, family services and family involvement (e.g., 
mentoring for children of adult offenders), assistance with MaineCare (Medicaid) 
application 45 days prior to release, faith-based services, work release programs, 
and educational assistance. 
The coordination of these services would be met by the Reentry Team. 
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Phase Two is post-release having a duration of six months. The 
components/services offered within this phase are: 
• Housing support (Rural Assistance Center vouchers); 
• Intensive post-release case supervision, through the integrated case 
management/reentry team; 
• Specific targeted services include, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, medical services, dental services, employment 
skills/vocational training, education, housing assistance, parenting skills training, 
domestic violence treatment, life skills training, anger management, mentoring, 
family reintegration, job placement, and faith-based services. 
The coordination of these services would be met by the Reentry Team. 
As a result of SVORI funding, Maine expected both system-level and individual-
level changes. On a system-level, increased collaboration among service agencies (both 
governmental and community-based organizations) and community reach-in through the 
reentry team were the goals. Changes on an individual-level included intensive case 
management, meeting the probation officer (as part of the team) and community 
providers before release to work on the reentry plan, mentoring, housing support with 
voucher program, and assistance in qualifying for Medicare/Medicaid. 
2005 Survey 
Maine reported that SVORI was fully operational and had a total of 151 
participants enrolled by December 31, 2004. The primary use of SVORI funds was 
dedicated to filling service gaps. Maine declared that community integration, 
employment, and housing were the top three areas on which the program focused its 
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resources and efforts. Other than recidivism, Maine identified two out of the three 
expected responses for top outcomes targeted by the program as successful transition 
(employment, housing, family reunification) and systemic change and interagency 
collaboration. 
In terms of mental health services provided to S VORI participants, it was reported 
that just under half (26-50%) received pre-release mental health services. The range of 
pre-release mental health services ran from 39.26-75.5 individuals. SVORI participants 
received a similar portion in post-release mental health services; just under half. During 
pre-release, neither faith-based nor community-based organizations provided mental 
health services. Post-release, community-based organizations provided mental health 
services. No distinction was made between adults and youthful offenders, or male or 
female. 
The top three services enhanced by SVORI funding were housing, release 
planning, and employment. The top three program components enhanced were mentors, 
reentry teams, and videoconferencing. Maine reported two unique characteristics to 
SVORI programming; integration of ongoing services, and supports from a huge network 
of partnering services and wrap-around, offender-specific interagency team planning with 
offender and natural supports. 
2006 Survey 
Maine reported a total of 439 SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 2006, a 
191% increase over the previous year. The post-release phase of programming was listed 
as the most difficult to implement. The top three factors that limited enrollment in 
SVORI programming were inadequate resources to serve the number of offenders by 
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facility staff, facility/agency policies making it difficult to deliver SVORI programming, 
and accurate current information about release dates for potential participants not 
routinely available. 
Maine's SVORI programming focused the following five top areas: 
• Assessment, coordination, and supervision services (e.g., risk/needs assessments, 
treatment/release plan development, post-release supervision); 
• Employment, Education & Skills Development Services (i.e., education/GED/ 
tutoring/literacy services, vocational training, employment referrals/job 
placement, resume/ interviewing skills, work release, cognitive skills 
development/behavioral programming, life skills); 
• Transition Services (e.g., housing placements/referrals, assistance obtaining 
identification and benefits, legal assistance, financial support/emergency 
assistance, peer support, mentoring); 
• Health Services (e.g., substance abuse treatment, counseling, mental health 
services, anger management/violence counseling, medical services, dental 
services); 
• Family Services (e.g., family reunification, family counseling, parenting skills, 
domestic violence services). 
In addition, the top three outcome hopes, besides recidivism, for SVORI participants 
were decreased substance abuse, housing, and employment. Mental health services 
provided were substantially enhanced in both pre- and post-release programming. The 
number of participants receiving services was categorized as just over half (51-75%) for 
both pre- and post-release. The number of individuals served ranged from 223.89-
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329.25, an increase ranging from 336-470% over the previous year. No distinction was 
made between adults and youthful offenders, nor male or female. Maine SVORI grantee 
answered yes to the question inquiring about the involvement of mental health 
agencies/community based organizations in its sustainability efforts. 
An affirmative response was given when questioned if there would be continuing 
elements of SVORI programming once SVORI funds are no longer available. The 
elements identified to be retained were Steering Committee, other partnerships formed 
through SVORI, and Service Coordination approach. Maine reported that they plan to 
expand SVORI programming by expanding post-release programming to additional 
communities while expanding offender eligibility criteria. 
Table 1 
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Overview of SVORI Program (2003) 
New Hampshire has one SVORI grantee focused on adults returning to the City of 
Manchester. Manchester was chosen as the State's reentry site because it receives the 
majority of releasees and poses barriers to successful reentry such as rapid population 
growth, a high proportion of ethnic populations (including refugee and "linguistically 
isolated" families), high poverty rates, and a high unemployment rate. 
Target Population 
The New Hampshire Department of Correction's targeted population was 300 
male and female adult offenders' ages 17-35 that were confined for at least 12 months in 
one of New Hampshire's four state prisons, and who are released to the City of 
Manchester. Through the New Hampshire Reentry Project, the department will partner 
with various service agencies to address the challenges of recidivism, substance abuse, 
and physical and mental health issues and to support education, workforce participation, 
housing, transportation, restitution, and community service. Participation among 
prisoners was voluntary. 
Program Organization and Services 
New Hampshire proposed organizing their efforts into three phases. Phase 1-
Institutional-Based Services, with an approximate duration of 4-6 months, offered the 
following components: 
• Development of an individual Institution-Based Reentry Plan; 
• Monitoring of participant's progress and preparedness by case managers/case 
counselors; 
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• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, medical and dental services, employment/vocational training, 
education, parenting skills training, domestic violence services, life skills training, 
anger management, faith-based services, victim empathy, family support services, 
a victim witness assistance program, and a variety of specialized reentry-focused 
services. 
The coordination of services will be conducted by a Transition team, led by a 
Reentry Advocate. Members of the Transition Team will vary depending on the program 
phase and may include the offender, Reentry Advocate, Probation and Parole Officer 
(PPO), institution-based staff, law enforcement staff, and community service providers. 
Phase 2-Residential Transition and Community-Based Services, duration of 
approximately three months prior to release. The components/services offered during this 
phase include: 
• Community reentry plan (later used as the parole plan) is updated, identifying 
how community services will be procured; 
• Provision of institution-based services will continue, including specialized 
reentry-focused services and required participation in victim empathy workshops, 
community service, and restitution activities while still incarcerated and once in 
the residential transitional facility; 
• Participant and family members are active participants in reentry planning 
process; 
• Community service providers enter institution to meet with offenders; 
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• Participant moves to a community-based, residential, supervised transition 
program prior to being granted parole and reentry; 
• Once granted parole, the Reentry Advocate introduces the offender and the PPO 
to improve and expedite the release process after reentry conditions are met and 
approved by the appropriate parole authority. 
The coordination of services will take place through weekly meetings between 
Project Manager and staff from Probation and Parole to ensure open, consistent 
communication between Reentry Advocates and the PPO's; Reentry Advocates serve as 
Institutional PPO's, lead the Transition Team, and maintain primary responsibility of 
coordinating services; and An integrated systems protocol is used. 
Phase 3-Long-Term Self-Directed Support possesses twelve months duration. 
The services proposed during this last phase are: 
• Supervision by PPO; 
• Reentry Support/Progress meetings held to provide peer encouragement and 
reinforcement; 
• Development of a plan for self-directed maintenance and continued support; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, education, housing assistance 
provided by faith-based organizations, job training and placement, vocational 
rehabilitation for offenders with significant disabilities, substance abuse, mental 
health, medical and dental services (including assistance with enrollment in SSI, 
Medicaid, etc.), family support (including domestic violence prevention and 
intervention, parenting education, and family counseling), sex offender 
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assessment and treatment, life skills training, anger management, and 
transportation. 
For this phase, the Reentry Advocate provides case management leadership; 
works with Transition Team; Serves as liaison to PPO; Ensures that all of the indicated 
reentry services are coordinated, in place, and readily accessible; and Monitors offender 
progress. 
As a result of SVORI funding, New Hampshire expected a number of both 
system-level and individual-level changes. In terms of system-level changes, New 
Hampshire sought to enhance the ability of NHDOC to improve existing reentry 
procedures and services, increase involvement of community service providers prior to 
prisoner's release, hire a dedicated staff person to create partnerships, open channels of 
communication and collaboration among agencies, and facilitate services, improve 
sharing of agency protocols, develop an Integrated Systems protocol, create a victim 
advocate position to fully embrace a victims' rights approach central to reentry 
initiatives, and reduce the caseload for Reentry Advocates as compared to PPO's. In 
relation to individual-level changes, New Hampshire's goals were to improved case 
management and service coordination from dedicated Reentry Advocates, use a 
Transition Team for each participant, include family members in reentry planning prior to 
release, and allow community service providers to enter the institution to meet with 
prisoners to participate in reentry planning. 
2005 Survey 
New Hampshire reported that SVORI was not fully operational and had a total of 
0 participants enrolled by December 31, 2004. The primary use of SVORI funds was to 
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expand existing services. New Hampshire decided that mental health, substance abuse, 
and housing were the top three areas on which the program focused its resources and 
efforts. Other than recidivism, New Hampshire's three top outcomes targeted by the 
program were substance abuse, untreated mental health, and employability. 
In terms of mental health services provided to SVORI participants, it was reported 
that few (1-25%) received pre-release mental health services. Since no SVORI 
participants were enrolled, no individuals received services. Likewise, it was reported 
that most (76-99%) SVORI participants received services in post-release mental health 
services. However, no participants were enrolled. During pre-release, neither faith-based 
nor community-based organizations provided mental health services. Post-release, 
community-based organizations provided mental health services. No distinction was 
made between male or female adults. 
The top three services enhanced by SVORI funding were substance abuse, mental 
health, and housing. New Hampshire did not report on any program components that 
were enhanced. Additionally, New Hampshire did not report any unique characteristics to 
their SVORI programming. 
2006 Survey 
New Hampshire reported a total of 0 SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 
2006. No other data was reported on the entire survey. 
Vermont 
Overview of SVORI Program (2003) 
Vermont has one SVORI grantee focused on adults returning statewide. 
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Target Population 
The target population of this SVORI grantee will target all incarcerated male and 
female felony offenders, adults and juveniles, reentering Vermont communities who are 
16-35 years old and have minimum sentences of one year. The estimated population was 
over 200 individuals. Participation among prisoners was voluntary. 
Program Organization and Services 
Vermont proposed organizing their efforts into three phases. Phase 1, 
Institutionally Based Programs, has a twelve or more month duration. The services 
offered during this phase are: 
• Responsibility contracting through the Offender Responsibility Curriculum; 
• Developing Offender Responsibility Plan (ORP), a restorative process with input 
from the offender, and family members, as well as from the victim; 
• Participating in restorative processes with the victim, coordinated by victim 
liaisons, toward the definition of the elements of the draft ORP, if requested by 
the victim; 
• Appointing Reentry Panels (Transition Team) that comprise trained community 
volunteers; 
• Assessing outcomes using the Process Evaluation Offender Outcomes; 
• Participating in needs-reducing programs such as sex offender treatment, violent 
offender treatment, intensive substance abuse treatment, and educational and 
vocational training; 
• Incorporating cognitive-behavioral components in treatment programs; 
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• Allowing video-conferencing and visits while in prison to meet with community 
service providers or family; 
• Availability of services including health, criminogenic treatment, mental health 
services, and faith-based services. 
The coordination of these proposed services would be provided by the Restorative 
Reentry Panel, who meets with each offender, develops the ORP, and works with the 
offender and community service providers to solicit input, assess progress, identify 
barriers, and define gaps in service and responsibility for reducing those barriers. 
Phase 2, Community-Based Transition, lasts six months. The components/ 
services offered within this phase are: 
• Treatment of alcohol and other substance abuse problems, domestic violence 
services, mental health services, and criminogenic treatment services; 
• Access to community services such as training, education, employment 
assistance, housing, and counseling; 
* Outpatient substance abuse services provided through the ISAP (Intensive 
Substance Abuse Program) linked with in-patient (incarcerated) services, 
Cognitive Self Change programs, and Sex Offender programs; 
• If released on Conditional Reentry, offenders are required to address their ORP, 
focused on program needs, work, and community restitution; 
• Restorative Reentry Panel meets with the offender at three-month intervals to 
assess progress; 
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• Integrated case management where representatives from multiple community 
service providers and/or corrections/supervision agencies meet to discuss and 
work on particular cases. 
The coordination of these services would be met by the Restorative Reentry 
Panel. The Panel meets with the offender to assess progress and discuss readiness for pre-
release furloughs. 
Phase 3, Community-Based Long-Term Support, lasts for twelve months and 
involves the following services: 
• Continuing support from Restorative Reentry Panel; 
• Reassess and subject to post-testing, for evaluation purposes, 12 months from 
release; 
• Parallel process for and with the victim using the Victim Safety Plan will be 
implemented as a joint endeavor by the VT DOC and Vermont Office of Crime 
Victims Services, as well as many local and statewide victim service 
organizations; 
• Ongoing monitoring by caseworker, treatment team, the Restorative Reentry 
Panel, community members, and the supervising officer; 
• Relapse Intervention in which the Restorative Reentry Panel may be reconvened 
to adjust treatment and intervention plans or to adjust offender responsibilities 
Partnerships at the community level with law enforcement, community board 
members, treatment providers, recovering community, corrections staff, and employers 
will form the coordination of services. 
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As a result of SVORI funding, Vermont expected both system-level and 
individual-level changes. On a system-level, increased involvement with partners, 
accelerated awareness to involve community (better integration), and, recognition that 
evidence-based services are necessary were the expected changes. Changes on an 
individual-level included use of the Offender Responsibility Plan and Restorative Reentry 
Panel, offender involvement with the community and government, and tighter connection 
among identification of needs, and service planning and delivery for each offender. 
2005 Survey 
Vermont reported that SVORI was fully operational and had a total of 209 
participants enrolled by December 31, 2004. The primary use of SVORI funds was 
dedicated to filling service gaps. Vermont declared that employment, housing, and 
community integration were the top three areas on which the program focused its 
resources and efforts. Other than recidivism, Vermont identified three top outcomes 
targeted by the program as community safety, offender accountability, and victim safety. 
In terms of mental health services provided to SVORI participants, it was reported 
that all (100%) received pre-release mental health services. During pre-release, 209 
individuals received mental health services. During post-release, most (76-99%) SVORI 
participants received mental health services; for a range of 158.84-206.91 individuals. 
During pre-release, neither faith-based nor community-based organizations provided 
mental health services. The same was reported for post-release mental health services. No 
distinction was made between adults and juveniles, or male or female. 
The top three services enhanced by SVORI funding were cognitive skills 
development, domestic violence services, and anger management services. The top three 
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program components enhanced were restorative justice, community accountability 
panels, and offender specific reentry teams. Vermont reported four unique characteristics 
to SVORJ programming: community engagement & involvement; increased DOC 
transparency; increased collaboration among service providers; and community 
acceptance that serious and violent offenders re-enter the community everyday. 
2006 Survey 
Vermont reported a total of 45 SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 2006, a 
364% decrease from the year prior. The pre-release phase of programming was listed as 
the most difficult to implement. The top three factors that limited enrollment in SVORJ 
programming were federal funding agency's eligibility criteria being too restrictive, pre-
release agencies' management information systems being too difficult to use or hard to 
access, and inadequate referrals by facility staff. 
Vermont's SVORI programming focused the following five top areas: 
Assessment, Coordination, and Supervision Services; Transition Services; Employment, 
Education and Skills Development Services; Health Services; and Family Services. In 
addition, the top three outcome hopes, besides recidivism, for SVORI participants were 
decreased community integration, employment, and housing. 
Vermont reported that mental health services provided were substantially 
enhanced in both pre- and post-release, although the number of participants dropped from 
209 pre-release and 158.84-206.91 post-release in 2005 to 11.7-22.5 in 2006 for both 
pre- and post release. No distinction was made between adults and juvenile offenders, nor 
male or female. Vermont SVORI grantee answered yes to the question inquiring about 
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the involvement of mental health agencies/community based organizations in its 
sustainability efforts. 
An affirmative response was given when questioned if there would be continuing 
elements of SVORI programming once SVORI funds are no longer available. The 
elements identified to be retained were other partnerships formed through SVORI, 
curriculum developed through SVORI, service coordination approach, specific pre-
release services enhanced through SVORI, and specific post-release serviced enhanced 
through SVORI. 
Vermont reported that they plan to expand SVORI programming by expanding 
pre-release programming to additional facilities, expanding post-release programming to 
additional communities, expanding offender eligibility criteria, and by offering more pre-
and post-release services. 
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Table 2 


































































* Range of percentages runs from None (N) = 0%; A Few (F) = 1 - 25%; Just under half (U) = 26 - 50%; Just 
over half (O) = 51 - 75%; Most (M) = 76 - 99%; and, AH (A) = 100%. 
Massachusetts 
Overview of SVORI Program (2003) 
Massachusetts is a SVORI grantee focusing on adults returning to the cities of 
Boston, Fall River, Lowell, Springfield, and Worcester. The grantee targeted these five 
communities because nearly half their prisoners return to those communities. 
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Target Population 
The Massachusetts Department of Corrections will target high-risk offenders aged 
18-35, both male and female. The number of targeted prisoners was projected at over 
200. Participation among prisoners is mandatory. 
Program Organization and Services 
Massachusetts proposed organizing their efforts into three phases. Phase 1, 
Institutionally Based Programs, duration lasts one to three months. The following 
components/services comprise Phase 1: 
• Case management; 
• Risk-reduction plan development; 
• Compliance with risk-reduction plan monitored by case manager; 
• Transition plan developed through a Transition Workshop; 
• Monthly meetings held to monitor the transition plans of returning offenders; 
• HIV/AIDS education programs; 
• Sex offender treatment; 
• Transition team formed; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, employment skills/vocational training, education, parenting 
skills training, domestic violence prevention and intervention, and anger 
management. 
The Reentry case manager is responsible for all service coordination during this 
phase. 
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Phase 2, Community-Based Transition, duration is three months. The 
components/services offered within this phase are: 
• Regular meetings with parole officer scheduled with adherence to reentry plan 
(for those on parole); 
• Graduated sanctions imposed on those who are noncompliant (for those on 
parole); 
• Those not released on formal supervision are made aware of community 
expectations and are linked to community-based organizations to access needed 
services; 
• Specific targeted services include, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, employment skills/vocational training, education, housing 
assistance, parenting skills training, anger management, and life skills training. 
The coordination of these services during Phase 2 would fall to the Reentry case 
manager and parole officer (if applicable). 
Phase 3, Community-Based Long-Term Support, is coordinated by the 
community case manager and lasts between ten to twelve months. The services provided 
during this phase are similar to prior phrases and include the following services: 
• Participants are linked to community based-organizations to access needed 
services; 
• Participants on intensive supervision are moved to (less strict) regular caseload 
supervision; 
• Transition team composition is changed to reflect the community-based networks 
that the participant has formed; 
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• Specific targeted services include, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, employment skills/vocational training, education, housing 
assistance, parenting skills training, anger management, and life skills training. 
As a result of SVORI funding, Massachusetts expected both system-level and 
individual-level changes. On a system-level, two goals were identified; collaborative 
working relationships among the Massachusetts Department of Corrections, the 
Department of Labor, and the Workforce Investment Boards, and post-release needs of 
participants have been better identified. Changes on an individual-level included SVORI 
participants establishing a relationship with the Reentry case manager pre-release and 
continuing through ongoing services and linkages to services post-release, and an 
increase in intensive case management and individualized plan development. 
2005 Survey 
Massachusetts reported that SVORI was fully operational and had a total of 200 
participants enrolled by December 31, 2004. Massachusetts changed its program 
participation from mandatory to voluntary. The primary use of SVORI funds was 
dedicated to expanding existing services. Massachusetts stated that employment and 
vocational training, substance abuse, and education and skill building were the top three 
areas on which the program focused its resources and efforts. Other than recidivism, 
Massachusetts identified three top outcomes targeted by the program as reintegration into 
society, opportunity for better jobs, and healthy living (substance abuse free). 
In terms of mental health services provided to SVORI participants, it was reported 
that just under half (26-50%) received pre-release mental health services. The range of 
pre-release mental health services ran from 52-100 individuals. Post-release mental 
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health services provided to SVORI participants were few (1-25%), equaling 2-50 
individuals. During pre-release and post-release, neither faith-based nor community-
based organizations provided mental health services. No distinction was made between 
male or female adults. 
Massachusetts identified only one service enhanced by SVORI funding, which 
was employment. With the possibility of naming the top three program components 
enhanced, Massachusetts identified two, which were post-release supervision and better 
communication. Two unique characteristics to SVORI programming in Massachusetts 
were a statewide initiative with a specific focus on employment and improving substance 
abuse outcomes, and during post-release, the SVORI participants are assigned a career 
counselor at a one-stop shop center to help facilitate their entry into the work force. 
2006 Survey 
Massachusetts reported a total of 405 SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 
2006, a 103% increase from the year before. The post-release phase of programming was 
listed as the most difficult to implement. The top three factors that limited enrollment in 
SVORI programming were not screening enough offenders for potential eligibility, 
inadequate referrals by facility staff, and offenders being identified too late to complete 
post-release programming. 
Massachusetts SVORI programming focused on the following five top areas: 
Employment, Education and Skills Development Services; Transition Services; 
Assessment, Coordination, and Supervision Services; Family Services; and, Health 
Services. In addition, the top three outcome hopes, besides recidivism, for SVORI 
participants were employment, community integration, and reduced substance use. 
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Mental health services provided were substantially enhanced in pre-release. The 
number of participants receiving pre-release services was unavailable due to the grantees 
selection process. In terms of post-release, few (1-25%) participants received mental 
health services, equaling no change (NC) in services provided. The number of individuals 
served ranged from 4.05-101.25. No distinction was made between male or female 
adults. The grantee answered yes to the question inquiring about the involvement of 
mental health agencies/community based organizations in its sustainability efforts. 
An affirmative response was given when questioned if there would be continuing 
elements of SVORI programming once SVORI funds are no longer available. The 
elements identified to be retained were other partnerships formed through SVORI, and 
Service Coordination approach. Massachusetts reported that they did not plan to expand 
SVORI programming. 
Connecticut 
Overview of SVORI Program (2003) 
Connecticut has one SVORI grantee focusing on adults and youthful offenders 
returning to the cities of Bridgeport, New Haven, and Hartford. The Connecticut 
Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services has identified a group of serious 
offenders at extremely high risk of continued involvement with the adult criminal system. 
This population has been identified as serious and violent young mentally ill adults in the 
correctional system with comorbid substance use disorders, and is particularly vulnerable 
to arrest and recidivism. The Connecticut Department of Mental Health and Addiction 
Services (DMHAS) will work with the Department of Corrections, the Judicial Branch's 
Court Support Services Division-Probation, the Board of Parole, and the Connecticut 
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Employment and Training Commission-State Workforce Investment Board to implement 
the Connecticut Reentry Program (CRP). 
Target Population 
The target population of this SVORI grantee is male and female adults and 
youthful offenders. CRP will provide intensive case management services to serious and 
violent offenders aged 18-34 returning to the Hartford, New Haven, and Bridgeport 
communities. The number of targeted prisoners was projected at over 200. Participation 
among participants was voluntary. 
Program Organization and Services 
Connecticut proposed organizing their efforts into three phases. Phase 1, 
Institutionally Based Programming, with a duration of twelve months contains the 
following components/services: 
• Sex offender programs; 
• Victim services (victim-offender dialogue, victim educational services); Religious 
services (gym, therapeutic recreation class); 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment 
(AA/NA), mental health counseling, medical and dental services, financial 
assistance for housing needs, life skills training, faith-based services, anger 
management, and educational placement (GED). 
The coordination of these services would be met by the Reentry Team which is 
comprised of case managers, clinicians, vocational specialists, DOC, Parole, Probation, 
and DMHAS's project manager. 
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Phase 2, Community-Based Transition, ranging from six to twelve months, offers 
the following components/services: 
• Domestic violence programming; 
• Family members involvement implemented; 
• Victims' rights; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, employment skills, education, housing assistance, domestic 
violence prevention and intervention, and life skills training. 
The coordination of these services would be met by the Transition Team. 
Phase 3, Community-Based Long-Term Support, provides services until participants 
are released from community supervision. Components/services offered within phase, 
coordinated by the case manager are: 
• Continuum of supervision; 
• Domestic violence programming; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health counseling, obtaining employment, vocational/educational training, safe 
and permanent housing, domestic violence prevention and intervention, and life 
skills training. 
As a result of SVORI funding, Connecticut expected both system-level and 
individual-level changes. On a system-level, Connecticut expected the following 
changes: Family members and other significant others come into the institution to meet 
with offenders; Integrated case management where representatives from multiple 
community service providers and/or corrections/supervision agencies meet to discuss and 
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work on particular cases; staff person whose job it is to create partnerships with 
community service providers to increase communication and collaboration among 
agencies and facilitate services for offenders once they are released; reentry coalition or 
task force of agencies that meets to set guidance for supervision of offenders returning to 
the community; regular feedback mechanism among agencies to ensure that the 
collaboration is working; and agency protocols shared regarding how service provision is 
approached. 
Changes on an individual-level included tailor reentry plan developed prior to 
release to address the individual risk and/or needs of the offender, needs assessment 
updated prior to release specifically for the purpose of developing a reentry plan, offender 
as an active participant in the creation of the reentry plan prior to release, staff from 
within the institution and community agencies working with the offender before he/she 
leaves the institution, and required core curriculum that all offenders receive prior to 
release. 
2005 Survey 
Connecticut reported that SVORI was fully operational and had a total of fifteen 
participants enrolled by December 31, 2004. The primary use of SVORI funds was 
dedicated to expand existing services. Connecticut responded that mental health, 
substance abuse, and employment and vocational training were the top three areas on 
which the program focused its resources and efforts. Other than recidivism, Connecticut 
identified its top three outcomes targeted by the program as continued engagement in 
mental health and substance abuse treatment, decreased technical violators (probation), 
and stable housing (sustained). 
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In terms of mental health services provided to SVORI participants, it was reported 
that all (100%) received pre-release mental health services. The number of individuals 
receiving pre-release mental health services was fifteen. All fifteen SVORI participants 
received post-release mental health services. During pre- and post-release, neither faith-
based nor community-based organizations provided mental health services. No 
distinction was made between adults and youthful offenders, or male or female. 
The top three services enhanced by SVORI funding were vocational training, life 
skills training, and cognitive skills training. Out of three possible program components 
enhanced by SVORI, Connecticut claimed that only program component was enhanced; 
peer mentors. Connecticut reported their unique characteristics to SVORI programming 
as targeting offenders with a mental illness and creating skills programming to help treat 
the mental illness while creating skills necessary to be successful in the community. 
2006 Survey 
Connecticut reported a total of 96 SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 2006, 
a 540% increase from the year prior. The post-release phase of programming was listed 
as the most difficult to implement. The top three factors that limited enrollment in 
SVORI programming were offenders identified too late to complete post-release 
programming, program eligibility criteria being too restrictive - not enough eligible 
offenders, and inadequate referrals by facility staff. 
SVORI programming in Connecticut focused the following five top areas: 
Assessment, Coordination, and Supervision Services; Health Services; Transition 
Services; Employment, Education and Skills Development Services; and Family 
Services. In addition, the top three outcome hopes, besides recidivism, for SVORI 
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participants were community integration, increased physical and/or mental health, and 
decreased substance use. 
Mental health services provided were substantially enhanced in pre-release and 
remained unchanged for post-release. All 96 participants (100%) received services for 
both pre- and post-release. No distinction was made between adults and youthful 
offenders, nor male or female. The SVORI grantee answered yes to the question 
inquiring about the involvement of mental health agencies/community based 
organizations in its sustainability efforts. 
Connecticut answered yes when questioned if there would be continuing elements 
of SVORI programming once SVORI funds are no longer available. The elements 
identified to be retained are as follows: Other partnerships formed through SVORI, staff 
hired through SVORI, curriculum developed through SVORI, Service Coordination 
approach; Approach for screening offenders for eligibility; Specific pre-release services 
enhanced through SVORI; and Specific post-release services enhanced through SVORI. 
Connecticut reported that they plan to expand SVORI programming by expanding pre-
release programming to additional facilities, expanding post-release programming to 
additional communities, and hiring more staff. 
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Table 3 
Identified Barriers Limiting Enrollment in SVORI Programming 
New England 
States 







1. Inadequate resources to serve the number of offenders by facility staff 
2. Facility/agency policies making it difficult to deliver SVORI programming 
3. Accurate, current information about release dates for potential participants not 
routinely available 
1. Federal funding agency's eligibility criteria being too restrictive 
2. Agencies pre-release MIS being too difficult to use or hard to access 
3. Inadequate referrals by facility staff 
1. Not screening enough offenders for potential eligibility 
2. Offenders being identified too late 
3. Inadequate referrals by facility staff 
1. SVORI program eligibility criteria being too restrictive 
2. Offenders being identified too late 
3. Inadequate referrals by facility staff 
1. Offenders declining to participate 
2. Offenders being identified too late 
3. Inadequate referrals by facility staff 
Rhode Island 
Overview of SVORI Program (2003) 
Rhode Island has one SVORI grantee focused on adults returning to the City of 
Providence. Adult offenders are under the authority of the Rhode Island Department of 
Corrections (RI DOC). RI DOC is using its share of funding to develop and implement a 
reentry program for adult offenders in Rhode Island, nearly 25% of who return to central 
Providence. An additional 11% are returning to other Providence neighborhoods. 
Target Population 
The target population of this SVORI grantee is male and female adults. The 
number of targeted prisoners was projected at over 200, focusing on participants aged 35 
or under. Participation among prisoners was voluntary. 
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Program Organization and Services 
Rhode Island proposed organizing their efforts into three phases. Phase 1, 
Institutional Programming Phase, with a seven to nine month duration, contains the 
following components/services: 
• Development of institutional program plan by participants within thirty days of 
sentencing; 
• Case management by Community Living Consultant from Family Life Center, a 
newly formed post-release one-stop agency; 
• Initiation of reentry planning; 
• Involvement of family in reentry planning process; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health treatment, medical and dental services, employment skills/vocational 
training, education, housing assistance, parenting skills training, domestic 
violence services, life skills training, anger management, faith-based services, and 
violence prevention programs. 
The coordination of these services would be conducted by the Community Living 
Consultant. 
Phase 2, Transition Phase, lasts nine months (three months pre-release to six 
months post-release). The components/services offered within this phase are: 
• Transition Accountability Plan developed and revised by CLC and offender and 
reviewed by all key players during monthly Reentry Team Meetings; 
• Case management by Community Living Consultants and community-based 
treatment team from Family Life Center; 
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• Family involvement in reentry process; 
• Housing of COMPASS-specific probation officers at Family Life Center; 
• Intensive supervision and monitoring by Community Living Consultants and 
probation/parole officer; 
• Peer mentoring by successful ex-offenders; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health treatment, employment skills/vocational training, education, housing 
assistance, parenting skills training, faith-based services and mentoring, family 
counseling, "family/friends" groups, assistance with public transportation, and 
victims' services. 
The coordination of these services would be met by the one-stop agency, Family 
Life Center, responsible for assessing participants' needs, providing appropriate services/ 
coordinating referrals, and monitoring participants in collaboration with Probation and 
Parole authorities. 
Phase 3, Stabilization Phase, with a length of eighteen months, offers the 
following services/components: 
• Modification, as needed, of Transition Accountability Plan; 
• Case management by Community Living Consultants and community-based 
treatment team from the Family Life Center; Providence Police Department 
provides support and assistance to Probation Officers when necessary and may 
accompany the Probation Officers during home visits; 
• Specific targeted services including, as needed, substance abuse treatment, mental 
health treatment, employment skills/vocational training, education, housing 
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assistance, parenting skills training, faith-based services and mentoring, family 
counseling, "family/friends" groups, and victims' services. 
The Family Life Center is responsible for coordination of services including: 
assessing participants' needs, providing appropriate services/coordinating referrals, and 
supervising participants in conjunction with Probation and Parole authorities. 
As a result of S VORI funding, Rhode Island expected both system-level and 
individual-level changes. On a system-level, Formal Memorandums of Understanding 
(MOU) with State agencies to provide post-release services in employment, substance 
abuse, mental health, and housing; MOU with multi-service community based agency to 
provide case management; Start-up of one-stop facility provides easier access to services 
and greatly enhances continuity of care; Collaboration between supervising authorities 
(Probation/Parole) and law enforcement; Two COMPASS-specific Probation and Parole 
Officers; Cross-system reentry meetings; Victim Services Coordinator provides training 
to staff and support to victims and offenders; Formation of Victims' Advisory Board for 
the Family Life Center; and Faith-based mentoring program, were the goals. 
Changes on an individual-level included intensive reentry planning beginning 
approximately six months prior to discharge, involvement of family in all phases, greater 
access to needed services; enhanced case management by Community Living Consultants 
and treatment team; more intensive supervision, and Community Living Consultant from 
Family Living Center, transitions with participant through all phases, greatly enhancing 
continuity of care. 
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2005 Survey 
Rhode Island reported that SVORI was not fully operational and had a total of 
148 participants enrolled by December 31, 2004. The primary use of SVORI funds was 
dedicated to filling service gaps. Rhode Island declared that community integration, 
housing, and substance abuse were the top three areas on which the program focused its 
resources and efforts. Other than recidivism, Rhode Island identified three top outcomes 
targeted by the program as family reunification, successful completion of 
probation/parole time, and case management coordination. 
In terms of mental health services provided to SVORI participants, it was reported 
that over 50 % (51-75%) received pre-release mental health services; 75.48-111 
individuals received pre-release mental health services. SVORI participants received just 
under half (26-50%) in post-release mental health services; meaning that between 38.48 
and 74 individuals received services. During pre- and post-release, community-based 
organizations provided mental health services. No distinction was made between male or 
female adults. 
The top three services enhanced by SVORI funding were counseling sessions/case 
management, mental health counseling, and substance abuse counseling. The top three 
program components enhanced were victims, mentoring, and former prisoners. Rhode 
Island's unique characteristic was that they were able to use SVORI funding to 
implement a comprehensive program and to develop initiatives within 4 state agencies 
and several community agencies, both within the adult system and the juvenile system. 
The resulting collaboration was interfaced with the National Governor's Association 
Reentry Policy Academy and National Institute of Correction, Transition from Prison to 
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Community Initiative (TPCI), to affect a broad and deep impact on the criminal justice 
system in RI. 
2006 Survey 
Rhode Island reported a total of 202 SVORI participants enrolled by March 1, 
2006. The post-release phase of programming was listed as the most difficult to 
implement. The top three factors that limited enrollment in SVORI programming were 
offenders declining to participate, offenders identified too late to complete post-release 
programming, and inadequate referrals by facility staff. 
SVORI programming focused on the following five top areas: Transition 
Services; Employment, Education and Skills Development Services; Health Services; 
Assessment, Coordination, and Supervision Services; and Family Services. In addition, 
the top three outcome hopes, besides recidivism, for SVORI participants were decreased 
substance use, employment and housing. 
There was no change to the mental health services provided during pre-release. 
Pre-release mental health services were not selected by the SVORI grantee to report data 
on participant involvement. Post-release services were noted as substantially enhanced, 
with a few (1-25%) of participant involvement. During post-release, between 2.02 and 
50.5 participants received mental health services. No distinction was made between male 
or female adults. The SVORI grantee answered yes to the question inquiring about the 
involvement of mental health agencies/community based organizations in its 
sustainability efforts. 
An affirmative response was given when questioned if there would be continuing 
elements of SVORI programming once SVORI funds are no longer available. The 
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elements identified to be retained were a Steering Committee; Other partnerships formed 
through SVORI; Staff hired through SVORI; Service Coordination approach; Approach 
for screening offenders for eligibility; Specific pre-release services enhanced through 
SVORI; and Specific post-release serviced enhanced through SVORI. Rhode Island 
reported that they plan to expand SVORI programming by expanding post-release 
programming to additional communities, expanding offender eligibility criteria, offering 




The purpose of this study was to determine what mental health services and 
components were being provided to SVORI grantees to incarcerated individuals within 
the New England Region for the years of 2005 and 2006. In addition, this study sought to 
investigate what barriers, if any, SVORI grantees faced while implementing 
comprehensive mental health services. Lastly, trends within and across New England 
states were analyzed regarding mental health services among SVORI grantees since the 
implementation of these efforts. 
SVORI programming is currently undergoing a five-year multi-site evaluation 
process with RIT International, a non-profit research organization that began in 2005. 
Since RIT International has not published an analysis of the national data that they have 
collected for 2005 and 2006 regarding mental health services provided, barriers to 
implementation and trends concerning mental health, this discussion will focus on the 
survey data collected thus far in the New England states. 
Results 
Mental Health Services Provided by SVORI Grantees 
Based on the SVORI Project Director Interview Survey (2005), only two states 
had met their goal of enrolling 200 or more participants by December 31, 2004 (see Table 
1); Massachusetts with 200 and Vermont with 209. Two states, New Hampshire and 
Rhode Island, were not fully operational by December 31, 2004. Given the lack of any 
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participants in the State of New Hampshire in 2005 and 2006, New Hampshire will be 
excluded from any discussion regarding results. To adequately understand the pool of 
potential SVORI participants in each state, it should be clear that every state with the 
exception of Connecticut established participant eligibility criteria as male and female 
adults at every prison within each New England state. 
All states reported in the 2003 survey that pre- and post-mental health services 
were a priority. Connecticut and Vermont were the only states that provided pre-release 
mental health services to all participants (See Table 2). In terms of post-release mental 
health services, Connecticut was the only state that provided services to all fifteen 
participants. Overall, only Maine and Connecticut had positive percent increases in 
enrollment and both pre- and post-mental health services provided by SVORI Grantees 
from 2005 to 2006. Given that SVORI participants are serious and violent offenders 
reentering the community, the finding that only two states had positive outcomes is 
startling and worrisome. 
All of the states reported that mental health services would be a key part of 
SVORI programming efforts and they all went into significant detail to describe their 
action plan to secure SVORI funding. However, the findings do not support a 
commitment to providing mental health services for SVORI participants. The findings do 
reveal an utter lack of duty and responsibility to the mental health needs of inmates, both 
pre- and post-release, which runs contrary to the goal of SVORI programming. 
Data provided in the 2006 SVORI Project Director Interview Survey showed that 
four out the six states evaluated had increased the total number of SVORI participants; 
some by as much as 500% (see Table 1). 2006 was the second year of the SVORI 
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programming efforts. Based on the fact that 2005 was the implementation year, it is to be 
expected that the participant numbers would increase the following year. The next logical 
expectation is that mental health services provided in 2006 would increase, based on 
increased enrollment and agency familiarity with SVORI programming and expectations. 
However, this was not the case. Pre-release mental health services declined or were not 
reported in the majority of states (see Table 2). Connecticut was the only state to provide 
mental health services to all participants, both pre- and post-release. 
All states reported that mental health agencies/community based organizations 
(CBO) were involved with SVORI programming. Participating states were asked how 
they had focused resources and efforts overall throughout the course of their program by 
ranking the following five areas: Assessment, Coordination, and Supervision Services; 
Transition Services; Health Services; Employment, Education and Skills Development 
Services; and, Family Services. Yet no state ranked Health Services (i.e., mental health 
services, substance abuse treatment, medical services, etc.) as their top focus. This is 
further evidence that SVORI grantees are not prioritizing mental health services to 
incarcerated individuals. 
In 2005, pre-release mental health services provided by SVORI grantees in the 
New England Region ranged from below to above the national average. James and Glaze 
(2006) found that state prisoners who had a mental health problem (34%) had the highest 
rate of mental health treatment since admission, followed by federal prisoners (24%) and 
local jail inmates (17%). The 2005 SVORI findings show that the majority of New 
England correctional facilities were providing mental health services to incarcerated 
individuals above the national average (see Table 2). Given the ability to enhance mental 
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health services through SVORI funding, it would be expected that the majority of states, 
if not all, would be providing mental health services above the national average. 
However, this is not the case. In 2006, only three states ranked above the national average 
(see Table 2). 
Given the lackluster numbers provided by SVORI in terms of pre-release mental 
health services, inmates are getting shortchanged. Furthermore, without proper pre-
release mental health services, how can it be expected that individuals reentering the 
community would be able to meet the challenges facing them? Pre-release is the time to 
develop transitional planning, explore community resources, and assist inmates in 
developing insight into how they will face the many challenges of reentry upon release. 
In preparing for release, the best transitional plan is only a plan; positive mental health is 
the foundation where change truly occurs. Positive mental health allows an individual to 
evaluate the challenges they face and make thoughtful choices in response. 
In 2006, only Connecticut provided all (100%) participants with pre-release 
mental health services; two states, Massachusetts and Rhode Island, provided no data 
regarding mental health services provided (see Table 2). It is unclear why these states 
were not obligated to provide statistical data on mental health services provided to 
prisoners. Given this lack of information, there is no way to determine whether or not 
mental health services were provided to participants in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
This is in startling contrast to the year before. It demonstrates that the current 
efforts of correctional facilities still do not meet the needs of all prisoners with mental 
health problems. This conclusion can be drawn based on the program services that each 
state committed to providing in 2003. Each state detailed the phases of program services 
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(i.e. mental health) to be provided and should be responsible for not only meeting those 
requirements, but also reporting the data to the federal government for appropriate 
review. 
Based on the findings of James and Glaze (2006) documenting the rates of mental 
health problems among state, federal, and jail inmates, 56%, 45%, and 64% respectfully; 
correctional facilities need to reassess the focus of their resources and efforts overall. 
This is especially critical in terms of reentry into the community. Studies by James and 
Glaze (2006) and Lynch and Sabol (2001), among those discussed in Chapter 2, provide 
tremendous support for the fact that mental health problems play a role in recidivism. 
Thus, as a matter of public safety, an increase in mental health services provided to 
inmates while incarcerated could likely prepare individuals for reentry into the 
community and reduce future criminal behavior. 
Barriers to Implementing Comprehensive Mental Health Services 
The 2006 SVORI Program Director Interview Survey required all states to report 
the three most significant factors that limited the number of participants enrolling in 
programming. There were twelve factors listed on the survey, and the instruction was 
given to rank the top three. Data from five states (excluding New Hampshire due to lack 
of data) revealed that "inadequate referrals by facility and staff was a top factor in four 
states (see Table 3). Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island identified the second 
factor to most limit enrollment as "offenders being identified too late to complete post-
release programming." 
With a top factor of "inadequate referrals by facility and staff being identified in 
four out of five states, it is not surprising that the number of SVORI participants 
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receiving mental health services was not high. Maine reported the highest rate of SVORI 
participants enrolled by March 1, 2006 at 439 inmates. The eligibility factors for Maine 
were male and female adults and youthful offenders in all of the state prisons. In 2006, 
Maine housed 2,120 inmates in their state prison system (Sabol, Couture & Harrison, 
2007). Given the statistic provided by Hughes and Wilson (2004) that 95% of prison 
inmates will be released, 2014 of Maine's inmate population is preparing for release, at 
some point. The 2006 SVORI Program Director Interview Survey completed by Maine 
stated that between 51-75% of all SVORI participants received both pre- and post-release 
mental health services; equaling a range of individuals served of 223-329. Looking at the 
middle of the range, approximately 276 individuals, only 13% of Maine state prison 
inmates received mental health services in 2006. In connection with factors limiting 
enrollment where "inadequate referrals by facility and staff is at the top of the list, 
SVORI grantees may be their own worst enemy. 
"Inadequate referrals by facility and staff may be connected to the level of 
commitment to mental health treatment that correctional facilities possess. Referring to 
the findings of James & Glaze (2006), taking a prescribed medication for mental health 
problems was the most common type of treatment inmates who had a mental health 
problem had received since admission to prison or jail. Approximately 27% of state 
prisoners, 19% of federal prisoners, and 15% of jail inmates who had a mental problem 
had used prescribed medication for a mental health problem since admission. With the 
most common type of mental health treatment being prescribed medication, the 
psychopharmacological approach towards addressing mental health problems may be an 
explanation as to why there are inadequate referrals by facility and staff. 
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Trends within and across New England States 
By the title of the initiative, Serious and Violent Offender Reentry, it would 
appear at least at face value, that the programming was designed to target high-risk 
individuals. SVORI is a large-scale program providing over $100 million to 69 grantees 
to develop programming, training, and state-of-the-art reentry strategies at the community 
level (U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Reentry, 2008). The 
SVORI programs are intended to reduce recidivism as well as to improve employment, 
housing, and health outcomes of participating released prisoners. The results of this study 
point to an unfortunate trend: within and across the New England states, mental health 
services are not being provided at the rate they should, or were intended to be, provided 
to a population in serious need of assistance. 
It is important to note that out of the five states that provided data for the 2006 
survey, four reported that the two top outcome hopes, other than recidivism, were 
employment and reduced substance abuse. These are two important factors in successful 
reentry efforts. However, looking at reentry from a common sense viewpoint, positive 
mental health would likely be the foundation for overall success. Inmates who have 
served time in prison have lost at least one year of their lives. Finding a job, remaining 
sober, acquiring housing and reintegrating into society are all difficult tasks. Mental 
health services are critically important. The pre-release figures for 2006 (see Table 2) are 
a dismal reminder of the lack of success in building upon increased enrollment from the 
prior year. This should translate into more inmates receiving mental health services, not 
less. 
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On the positive side, states were able to identify areas where services were 
enhanced by SVORI programming efforts. Maine identified housing, release planning, 
and employment were enhanced. Vermont stated that cognitive skills development, 
domestic violence services, and anger management were improved. Massachusetts 
reported that employment was enhanced. Connecticut's services enhanced were 
vocational, life skills, and cognitive skills training. Lastly, Rhode Island detailed that 
counseling sessions/case management, mental health counseling, and substance abuse 
counseling were enhanced due to SVORI efforts. It is clear that some mental health 
services are being provided to SVORI participants prior to their release. This study's 
analysis strongly suggests that the lack of a concrete definition of mental health services 
makes it hard to quantify the spectrum of mental health services being provided to 
inmates. 
The lack of mental health service provision was the most significant trend within 
and across New England states. It is unfortunate that a key factor in limiting participant 
enrollment was inadequate referrals by facility staff. A referral by staff is probably one of 
the most cost-effective ways for inmates to begin to receive services. This disconnect 
within the system will derail progress if not addressed. Addressing this disconnect is what 
staff must commit to in order for comprehensive mental health services to become a trend 
in the near future; one that produces effective changes within the system in order to 




The present study offers some important findings which can be related to the 
literature in that, although mental health services exist, they are substandard. Despite the 
fact that this study supports the need for enhanced mental health services in prisons 
throughout New England, there are several limitations to this study. First and foremost, 
the SVORI Project Director Interview (2005) and the SVORI Program Director Interview 
(2006) were inadequate in measuring the progress of SVORI grantees. In measuring 
enrollment, program directors were asked to give approximate answers, choosing from 
percentages that ranged by 25 percentage points (i.e. 0, 1-25%, 26-50%, 51-75%, 76-
99%, 100%). These ranges were far too drastic to give accurate participant enrollment. 
Since this is a federally-funded program designed to report how many participants are 
actually completing the recommended steps to successful reentry, it would seem prudent 
to give actual numbers versus approximate figures. 
Another flaw in the survey tools is that some of the questions are open-ended. The 
2005 survey asks grantees, "Besides recidivism, what outcomes does your program hope 
to affect? Please list your program's top three outcomes." Although this is an important 
question to ask SVORI grantees, the responses are not comparable to other agencies. 
Additionally, it leaves grantees the possibility of hoping for outcomes that may not be in 
line with SVORI funding. Another example of an open-ended question is, "List the top 
three services enhanced the most as a result of SVORI funding (unedited open-ended 
responses from the program director)." Again, this type of question is important; 
however, there is no way to judge the accuracy of what is being reported. Statistical data 
to support which services were enhanced would be useful in judging the improvements. 
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This could also be applied to judging which program components were enhanced by 
SVORI programming. 
In comparing the 2005 SVORI Project Director Interview to the 2005 Program 
Profile (data report), it is obvious that only SVORI participants are reported on. The 
project directors were asked during the 2005 interview to compare SVORI with non-
SVORI participants receiving services within the prison. The 2005 Program Profile does 
not include this information and/or comparison. This also occurs with the 2006 SVORI 
Program Director Interview and the 2006 Program Profile (data report). It is critical to 
understand how many inmates are receiving services, both pre- and post-release, whether 
they are SVORI participants or not. Without this data comparison, the number of 
individuals receiving services has no comparison except with other states. 
Given that there is not a succinct definition of mental health services provided by 
SVORI, the numbers that are provided are a rough estimate of mental health services 
provided. This is one of the shortcomings of the data retrieved for this study. Without a 
clear definition of mental health services for SVORI grantees, it is possible that 
misinterpretation and misunderstanding may distort the findings. Depending on the 
interpretation of these services, the number of individuals receiving services could be 
substantially higher depending on what is viewed as mental health services. In order to 
fill out the form, the Project/Program Director has to make the interpretation. Given that 
there could be many interpretations of what mental health services are and what they are 
not, it could be argued, at a minimum, that counseling sessions, anger management-
violence counseling, and family counseling could fall under mental health services. 
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Developing clear, concise definitions would significantly improve the accurate reporting 
of services provided. 
As with any self-report (agency-report) study, there exists the possibility of biased 
reporting. Project/Program Directors from each agency are reporting on their progress 
and success in a national initiative to provide programming to serious and violent 
offenders in order to enhance successful transition back into the community. Although it 
should be expected that individuals would report accurately and honestly, a great deal of 
money is on the line in terms of accountability. Bias could be greatly reduced by having 
SVORI grantees back up their findings with statistics. By either eliminating approximate 
estimates of individuals served, or shrinking the range of percentages used to represent 
services provided, it would force grantees to move away from estimates to percentages 
that reflect reality. 
Implications for Future Research 
It is clear that SVORI programming is bringing attention to an under-served 
population - state prison inmates. By creating the SVORI Multi-site Evaluation, a five 
year evaluation plan with RIT International and the Urban Institute, the federal 
government appears to be committed to evaluating the progress made by the 69 SVORI 
grantees. With this commitment to evaluation, the results should show the areas of 
success and those needing improvement with regards to reentry programming. This 
dedication towards developing client-centered programming will aid correctional 
facilities in preparing inmates for reentry. 
This study has been important in demonstrating that there is a deficiency in 
providing mental health services to inmates within the New England region. Based on the 
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statistics provided by the Bureau of Justice Statistics, Department of Justice, mental 
health problems exist with many state prison inmates. It appears to be common 
knowledge in our society that imprisonment does not fix people; in fact, it may do quite 
the opposite. With this basic knowledge alone, it would seem prudent to invest in helping 
inmates understand the root of their faulty decision-making while attending to their needs 
for successful reentry. 
Barriers clearly exist in providing mental health services to incarcerated men and 
women. However, when the largest barrier is the system itself, change happens more 
slowly. Future research should address how correctional agencies can work from within 
to provide training and leadership to employees to raise awareness of the importance in 
providing mental health services to high-risk, underserved populations. Additionally, 
correctional agencies must forge collaborative relationships with community mental 
health agencies to create a seamless transition of mental health services for individuals 
reentering the community. Collaboration within and outside correctional agencies will be 
key in the growth of mental health services. 
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SVORI PROJECT DIRECTOR INTERVIEW - 2005 
SVORI PD fntfrfvfew 3/05 
SVORI Project Director Interview—'2005 
Completed by: 
Screening and Enrollment 
The first questions have, to do w i th how SVORI participants are currently ident i f ied a i d eraroBeel. 
1 , Accord ing t o the Information- that was provided or conf i rmed 
for the Nat ional Portrait,, your program el igibi l i ty criteria are: 
Population T^pe: Male and female juwni les A N D Inctm ton Criteria: iSepg?at 
offenders AMD Exclusion Criteria: Severely menially Hi AND Pre-refease 
Facilities: Malta exiting AL DV'S Mttvtaigs facilltj' and females exiting At 
DYS Cha.lkville facility A N D Post-release Geographic tccsttorssi Mobile 
County. 
Is this correct? 
a. {If noj What are the el igibi l i ty criteria you are currently 
using to d o w n l i n e an offender'® el ig ib i l i ty for your 
SVORI program? 
2, Does your agency (DOC or DJJj maintain an electronic 
management information system (MB) or other type of' 
database? conta in ing information on offenders under the 
Jurisdiction of the agency? 
a. Iff yes] Do you use the MIS to generate a list of digital© 
SVORI participants? 
b, 0 yes} Dots, the MIS contain a "flag" far SVORI 
participants o r otherwise Identify offenders, who are 
part icipating in SVORI? 
(1) (if not Does your program maintain a complete 
electronic list of al l individuals who are enrolled in 
SVORI? 
3. Do you receive referrals for potential SVORI participants? 








D Facility staff 
D Communi ty corrections staff 
D Offenders (swlf-refarratj 
D Other (specify at leftj 
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Appendix A (continued) 
SVOfa PD Interview 3/05 
4, Are all offenders who meet the eligibility criteria, accepted 
into (be SVQRI program (or, if your program is voluntary, 
invited to participate in the program;)? 
a, pfno] What are some reasons for rejecting an offender 
who meets all of the eligibility criteria? Please check ail 
that apply. 
h, lli'no} Approximately what proportion of d i g We 
offenders are NOT accepted into the program lor, if your 
program is voluntary, invited to participate)? 
5. Is program participation voluntary? 
a, ftfyssj Approximately what proportion of eligible 
offenders decide NOT to participate? 
b. flfyes} Has this changed during the course of the 
program, and,, if so, how? 
e, jifymj What do you think is the main reason that 
offenders decline to participate? Please check tmly one. 
6, What are the consequences of dropping out during the pre-
release phase? Ptea.se check all that apply.. 
7, Approximately what proportion of enrolled participants and 
up dropping out prior to relaase? 
Y N 
O insufficient capacity 
D Offender has highly specialized needs 
O Offender is too much of a risk (likely to 
fail) 
D Offender's crime b too notorious 
D Offender wi l l lifcely not be released by 
parole board 
Q Other (specify at: left) 
D N (None) 
• F (A few, 1-25%) 
• U (Just under half 26-50%) 
Q O (just over half, ST -75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (AW) 
Y N 
D N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-25%) 
D U (Just under half, 26-50% ) 
O O (just over half, 51-75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
Q The percentage lias not changed 
D The percentage has decreased 
D The percentage has increased 
Q SVOR1: requires too much time or effort 
D SVORt interferes with their ability to 
participate in other programs (e,g,, work 
release) 
D SVORI involves too much oversight 
post-retease 
D They don't, think they need the services 
D Other Specify at left) 
• None 
D Institutional infection lodged 
D Lose privileges 
Q Not be permitted in other programs 
D Lengthen time until release date 
O Other (specify at left) 
Q N (None) 
O F (A few, 1-25% J 
D U (just under half 26-50%) 
Q O (lust over half, 51 -75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
2 
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Appendix A (continued) 
SVOH PD Interview 3/95 
8. What are the consequences of dropping out during the post-
release phase? Please check all that apply, 
9. .Approximately what proportion of enrolled participants end 
up dropping out post-release? 
10, Once they are enrolled, can offenders be terminated from the 
program (i.e.., by program staff) during the pre-release phase? 
a. 0 yes} To date, approximately what proportion of 
enrolled participants have been terminated from the 
program prior to release? 
b. Iff yes} Of those term! nated prior to release, what was 
the main reason for terminatiorv? Please check only one. 
11, Once they are enrolled, can offenders he terminated from the 
program during the post-release phase? 
a,. 0 ym} To date, appro*i mataty what proportion of 
enrolled participants have been terminated after release? 
b. flf yesj Of those terminated after release, what was the 
iraim reason for termination? Please check on/y one. 
D None 
• Renamed to prison 
O Technical violation ft led hut held in 
abeyance 
Q Graduated sanction imposed 
D Additional conditions imposed 
D Oilier (specify at left) 
D N (None 
D F (A few, 1-25%) 
O U (Just under half, 26-50%) 
D O <|ust over half, SI -75%) 
D M (76-99%, mast) 
O A (All) 
y N 
O N (None) 
D F CA few, 1-25%) 
D U (just under half, 26-50%) 
a a (just over half, 51 -75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (Alt) 
O Transferred to another facilit/ 
D Dog use 
D Behavioral Infractions 
D Failure to participatetaneompfence 
with program requirements 
D Poor attitude 
Q Other (specify at left) 
Y N 
D N (Nona) 
O F (A few, 1-25%) 
O U (just under half, 26-50%) 
D O (Just over half, 51-75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
Q Transferred outside the post-release 
geographieal area of the program: 
D Drug use 
D Committed technical violation 
D Committed new crime 
Q RE incarcerated 
O Failure to comply with program 
requirements 
D Poor attitude 
D Other (specify at left) 
3 
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SVORI PD [interview 3/05 
.Assessment Tools 
Haw we'd lite to know about the current assessment practices in your slate. 
Pre* Release Assessment Tools 
Fuel we'd like to know about <inv awssm^nh that are cm w i t h admimstprpd prior to release, 
Thioughuul thb surwi when we relet tu lumpaiable non-SVORI" ofienders vre moan individuals 
tompamblr-tu SVORI participants in term., ot .ice, needs,and i i skcn f ' tu hut who arc not actually enrolled in 
the piogram, 
12, Please indicate which of the following assessments are used with offenders while they are incarcerated 
prior to release, For each, type of assessment* please indicate whether the assessment is used with SVORI 
offenders only (S), comparable non-SVORI offenders only (Q, both SVORi and comparable non-SVQRf 
offenders t'B),, or none{N). 
a. Risk assessment 
b, Needs assessment 
c Classification assessment (supervision level) 
d., Substance abuse assessment 
e. Medtcal&ental screening 
i. Psychologf»'mentail health assessment 
g, IQtest 
h, Llteracy/educatfonal assessment 
i, Employment/vocational assessment 
j . Sex offender assessment 
k. Other (specify: 3 
1.3. Does your state use the Level of Service Inventory (LSI) or a 
variation an it (LSI-R, Y-LS1, YLS/Ovi, YO-LSt) as part: of the pre-
release assessment, process (during incarceration)? 
S C 8 N 
S C 8 N 
S C 8 N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C 8 N 
S C B N 
S C S N 
5 C B M 
Y N 
Post-ftelease Assessment Tools 
14. Please indicate which of the following assessments are used with offenders after release. For each type of 
assessment, please indicate whether the assessment is used with SVORI offenders only (S), comparable 
non-SVORI offenders only (Q, both SVORI and comparable non-SVORI offenders IB),, or none (N)-
a. Risk assessment 
b. Needs assessment 
c. Classification assessment (supervision level! 
d. Substance abuse assessment 
e. MedicaWental screening 
f. ftychalogy/mental health assessment 
g. IQtest 
h. Literacy/educational assessment 
S C B N 
S C . 8 N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C 8 N 
S C B N 
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SVOR1 PD Interview 3^05 
k Employmerit/vocational assessment 
ji. Sex offender assessment 
k. Other (specify: ) 
1 5, Does your state use the Level of Service Inventory (LSI) or a 
variation on it (LSI-R, Y-LS1, YL5/OVSI, YO-LS1) as part of the post-
release assessment process (following incarceration)? 
S C B N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
Y N 
Program Focus 
The next questions ask about your program's focus, in terms of target population and programming priorities. 
1•§, Would you say that your program primarily focuses its resources 
and efforts on working with the offender prior to release (Pre1), after 
release (Post), or emphasizes pre-and post-release equally (Both)? 
Please check only one. 
17, For your pre-release programming, is your SVORi program serving 
all facilities in the state or targeting select facilities only? Please 
check only one. 
f 8, For your post-release programming, is your SVORI program 
primarily serving individuals who are returning to all communities 
within the state or targeting select communities within the state? 
Please check only one, 
19. Is your program primarily serving the general "serious and violent' 
offender population or targeting a subset of offenders with specific 
service needs? Please check orwFy one. 
20, Would you classify your program's service provision as general, in 
that you attempt to provide all needed services for participants, or 
targeted, in that you focus on a specific service or small set of 
specific•services? Please cheek only one. 
2.1, Is the post-release phase of your program run primarily by a 
government agency or a private agency? Please-check only one. 
22, Would you say your program is using SVORi funds primarily to fill 
service gaps, expand existing services, or start a new program? 




D All facilities 
D Select facilities only 
D All communities 
D Select communities 
D General "serious and violent" 
offender population 
D Subset of offenders with specific 
service needs 
D Other (specify at left) 
D General service provision 
O Targeted service provision 
(•specify at left) 
G Government agency 
O Private agency 
D Fill service gaps 
D Expand existing services 
D Start a new program 
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SVOR1 PD Interview 3/105 
2:3, When thinking about: providing programming or services to 
offenders, what are the top three areas on which your program 
focuses its resources and ©fens? Please rank the three areas fay 
putting a "1 * next to most important area, *2* next to second mast,, 
and " 3 " next to the third most {Rank only ibree-j 
24. Besides recidivism, what outcomes does your program hops & 
affect? Please list your program's top three outcomes. 
25 If vuu vici'"> t<- U> g u m more lodnal fundingfoi n*>ntr\ 
piuqrammins would VOU U>> the funds primari!> to till v m i e 
gops p\|vind rx ist ing^iM'ps a w a n*v- pi"gMm " i w v . i 
pnpul.itmn not Hieiblufoi S\uPI un«lpi thmuriPnl funding 
cuidflinr*.-' Ple.i1.^ iJioct uih cw 
26 l f \nu \\un& tn h* guun more- ledpi.il funding foi i Lenny 
pingiammirtR vdnrh thivr> pii-tgnmmingair^s Aould VIAI cum>Kk>r 
thcthiwo mnsi impnrtint? PU-.iv unk thf>thi>v> j i ros h\ purtinc; a 
' I" nfAt to nvot impuiLint aiea 2 ' neit to second most and ^ 







Famf fy supporr/unlficatfon 
Community integration 
Education and skiffs 
buikling 




G Fill service gaps 
D Expand existing services 
D Start a new program 
D Starve a population not eligible for 








Fami Iv support/unification 
Community integration 
Education and skills 
building 
Other (specify at reft) 
6 
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SVORI PD interview W5 
Services 
Nexi we'tl h i * 1U know. abxi t services thai otit-rttlors in your state a i f currently receiving during incarceration 
and allpr P I M S O Tor both SVORI enrollees and o->mpa ranle nun-SVORI offenders (individuals comparable to 
SVORI enroling in trim;, nt age. rveds, and n>k '-nteri.i hui who atp not actually in the program,', p l faw circle 
tht; letter cone&ponding to ( I ) the t,:opeition who receive ur arv referred to the." service while they are still 
incarcerated ipre-releasei. (21 whether the pre-release service is provided by f<uih-b<t$ed orgiinizjnons (yesor 
noi i J i whether the pre-release jervice B provided lny other community -based orgdnizAtionnyei, or not I 4 I the 
po*prxiion who receive or are referred to the service after they arp have been released tposl-release.i I,5I whether 
the post-releaso service is. provided hy t'mh-bdsed agani^ntuns rye* or no,i, and 1O1 whether the post-release 
service is provided bv other oyrvnunit}-l»v\lo^;am7attons n w nr noi 
Service Type 
27. Risk assessment 
a. SVORI 
b. Non-SVORI 
28, Needs assessment 
a. SVORI 
b. Non-SVORI 






31. Counseling sessions 
(e j^ , individual or 
group; please do not 














F (A few, 1-25%) 
U (lust under half, 
26-50%* 
O ijust over half, 
51-75%) 
M (Most, 76-99%) 
A. IAII.I 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 6 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 







































F (A few, 1-25%) 
U (Just under half, 
26-50%) 
O (lust, over half, 
51-75%) 
M. most, 76-99%) 
A (Allj 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 


























• * ! 
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Appendix A (continued) 





34. • Medical services 
a. SVORl 
b- Non-SVORI 







•37, Vocational training 
a. SVORl 
b. Non-SVORI 









40. Work release program 
a. SVORl 
b. Non-SVORI 





42, Ufe skills framing . 
a. SVORl 
b. Non-SVORI 






F: (A few,, 1-25%) 
U (fust under half, 
26-50%) 




N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F LI O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O to A 
N F IJ O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F LI O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F LI O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 





















































F (A few, 1-25%) 
U (lust under half, 
26-50%) 
O (|ust over half, 
51-75%) 
M (Most, 7&-99%j 
A (All) 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N T- U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 

























































Appendix A (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview 3/05 
Service Type 
44. Assistance obtaining 
identification (e.g., 




45. Assistance obtaining 






46. Ftnancia I support/ 
emergency assistance 
(e.gv housing, clothing) 
a. SVORI 
b. Non-SVORI 
47. Domestic violence 








49. FaHitiy reunification 
a. SVORI 
b. Non-SVORI 
50. F.im% counseling 
a. SVORI ' 
h. Non-SVORI 










F (A few, 1-25%) 
U (lust under half, 
26-50%) 
O (just over half, 
51-75%) 
M i>toa, 76-99%) 
A (Allj 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
IM F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 



















































F (A few, 1-25%] 
U Oust under half, 
26-50%) 
O Oust over half, 
51-75%) 
M (Most, 76-99%) 
A (All) 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A ' 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 





















































Appendix A (continued) 









•;S.6i.; :;• JSther "seryfce -(specif:.: 
a. SVORI 
fa., Non-SVORI 
•;,S7-.\j31hw:sereice (speci fy . ; 
a, SVORI 
to. Non-SVORI 
;:S8*./;:^llh^r:Se!"wce:Csp«cify): • : 





















(A few, 1-25%) 
(Just under half, 
26-50%) 




F U O M 
F U O M 
F U O M 
F U O M 
n/a 
n/a 
F U O M 
F U O M 
F U O M 
F U G M. 
F U O M 














































F {A few, 1-25%) 
U (Just, under half, 
26-50%) 
O (Just over half, 
51-75%) 
M (Most, 76-99%) 
A (All) 
M F U d " M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 

















































59., Of all of the services you indicated (in questions 27-58) ate offered 
in your state, which three have been enhanced the most as a result 
of SVORI funding? 
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Appendix A (continued) 
WOm PD Interview W5 
Program Components 
The next set of questions pertai re to other components of your program. Far each component, we'd 1 i te to 
know how it currently applies to both 5VORI participants and comparable non-SVORI offenders, Once again, 
when we refer to 'comparable non-SVORI" offenders, we mean individuals comparable to SVORI participants 
in terms of age, needs, and risk criteria but who are not actually enrolled In the program. 
60.. For any offenders in your state,, doe a representative* from the post-
release supervision agency begin working with them while they are 
still incarcerated? 
a, 0y@$} E3oes this happen for none, a few (1 -25%}, just under 
half (26-50%), Just: over half (51 -75%), most (76-99%), or all of 
the SVORI: enrol tees? 
b. ISfw^iDot*, ihishi|ipcn tor nun*' a t>>rt t\-2r.°„< j tmundr i 
ho If iJf-TO" .i just ov«r halt <r, l-""r7\,i nvnX r t ^ " , ! , or oil ot 
compaiabli' nc<n-'<V >i?i oft< mknv 
61. Are any offenders in your state placed on past-release supervision? 
a, 0 yesf Now many SVORI participants are on some type of 
post-release supervision:: none, a few (1-25%), just under half 
(26-50%), fust over hall (51 -75%), most (76-99%), or all? 
b. Iff yes} Mow many of the comparable non-SVORI offender's are 
on some type of post-re tease? supervision: none, a, few (1-25%), 
lust under half (26-50%), just over half (51 -75%), most (76-
99%), or allr 
c [If yes! For the SVORI participants,, is the pre-release 
supervision agent the same person who supervises them post-
release? 
62. Does your state use any reentry courts to manage returning 
prisoners? 
a. [Ifyvs! Are reentry courts used for SVORI offenders §>% 
comparable non-SVORI: offenders (Q, or both (Bj? 
b. lUyesI is the reentry plan imposed by the court as a condition 
of the offender's release? 
63, Has your SVORI program created, a set of graduated sanctions 
specifically for SVORI? 
64, Has your SVORI program created a set of rewards specifically for 
SVORI? 
¥ N 
• N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-2.5%) 
O U (Just under half, 26-50%) 
D O (Just over ha If, 51 -75%) 
Q M. (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
D N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-25%) 
Q U (lust, under half, 26-50%) 
D O (Just over half, 51-75%) 
O M (Mast, 76-99%) 
D A (AH) 
¥ N 
O N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-25%) 
D U (fust under half, 26-50%) 
D O (Justover half, 51-75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
D N (None) 
O F (Afew, 1-25%) 
D U (Just under half, 26-50%) 
O O (just over half, 51-75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
Y N 
Y N 






Appendix A (continued) 
SVORI PD interview M S 
65. Which of the following activities are available to SVORI 
participants in your state? Please check aff that, apply. 
life. Do any offenders in your state participate In ''restorative justice*' 
activities? 
a. 0ym! Prior to release, are these activities used for SVORI 
offenders (S), comparable non-SVORI offenders (Q, both (S% or 
none (NJ? 
b„ ilfyml After release, are these activities used for SVORI 
offenders i[Sj, comparable no.n-SVOftl offenders (Q, both (B), or 
none (Nl? 
D Animal training/earn 
O Habitat for Humanity 
O Community beautifteation/ 
landscaping 
O Community service 
D Weed & Seed 
O Restitution 
D Victim mediation 
D Victim awareness/education 
V H 
S C B N 
S C B N 
Items 67 and 6g ask about Community Accountability Panels and QffencfeNSpecific Reentry Teams, 
respectively.. Community Accountability Panels are a. group of agency anchor community members who meet 
regularly to review the status of returning offenders, The offender appears before this board to haw his. or her 
case reviewed, and the panel makes recommendations. The members of this panel are the same (far the most 
part) for all offenders who appear before i t Offender-Specifc R«aitry Teams are groups consisting of agency 
representatives (i.e., supervision, service providers) andbr community members. The team composition is 
unique to each individual offender The team meets to review the offender's progress and mate1 
rscommendations. 
67, For any offenders in your state, are Community Accountability 
Panels or Boards utilized in the reentry process? 
a. ftfyes$ Prior to release, are Community Accountability Panels 
used for SVORI enrollees CSj, comparable non-SVORI offenders 
CQ, both IB), or none (N)? 
b. ilfyesj After release, are Community Accountability Panels 
used for SVORI; enrofcss (S), comparable non-SVORI offenders 
(Q, both (B), or none (Nj? 
c. Iff yes? Which of the following are represented on/members of 
the Community Accountability Panel? Please check all that 
apply. 
d. fffyesl Is the composition of the Community Accountability 
Panel different, during the pre- and post-release phases? (Please 
select "r\fa" if a Community Accountability s not used both 
prior to and after release.) 
Y N 
S C 8 N 
S C B N 
D Faith-based organization 
D Other community service 
providers 
D Law enforcement 
O Community Corrections'' 
Supervision 
D Corrections agency 
D Former prisoner representative 
O Victim 
D Family members or other 
community members 
O Other (specify at left) 
Y N tVa 
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SVQRI PD (interview 3/05 
68, For any ©(lenders in vour state, are offender-specific reentry teams 
uspd? ( V * definition on previous pai»r» i 
a //f v*>5? Prior to release are- Olfendw-Spedfie Reentry Teams 
used for SVt.JRl enrollees iS) compdiable non-SVORI offenders 
iQ , both iRi, or none r Ni? 
b. ISfyesI After release, are Offender-Specific Reentry Teams used 
for SVORI enrollees (Si comparable rton-SVORl offenders (Q, 
both (Rj, or none {Mi? 
c. 0ym] What agencies or organizations have representatives on 
the Team? Please check all that apply. 
d.. flfyml is the composition of the Offender-Specific: Reentry 
Team different during the pre- and post-release phases? (Please 
select "n/a" if offender-spaclflc reentry teams are not used both 
prior to and after release.) 
69. Does your state use video-conferencing technology to facilitate the 
involvement of individuals and organizations in the reentry 
process? 
a. ftfyml Prior to release, is video-conferencing used to facilitate 
communication across. SVQRf partnering agendas, with 
individual offenders, or for some other reason? Please check 
a f that apply, (If video-conferencing Is not used pre-release, 
please check *n/a,"j 
h, [ify&i After release,, Is video-conferencing used to facilitate 
communication across SVORI! partnering agencies, with 
individual offenders, or for some other reason? Please! check 
aff thai apply. (If vidao-eonfsraneing is not used post-release, 
please check *'n/a.*'j 
c. fffyesl Is video-conferencing used for SVORI enrollees (Sj, 
comparable non-SVORt offenders (Q, or both (B)? 
70, For prisoners in your state, do any individuals in pre-release 
facilities attend curriculum-based classroom programs prior to 
release? 
a. (If yes} Is this curriculum completed fay SVORI offenders (Sj, 
comparable non-SVQR! offenders (Q, or both (8)? 
Y N 
S C B N 
S C 8 N 
D Faith-based organization 
D Other community service 
providers 
D Law enforcement 
D Community 
Correction's upervision 
D Corrections agency 
D Former prisoner representative 
D Victim 
O Family members or other 
community members 
D Other (specify at left) 
Y N rva 
Y N 
• Across SVORI partnering agencies 
O With individual offender, 
D Oilier ispecity at Mt i 
Q rv'a 
D Across SVORI partnering agendas 
D With individual offenders 
D Other (specify at left) 
O n& 
s c B 
Y N 
S C 8 
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SVORI PD interview 3/05 
b. Iff yes] What topics are addressed in the prograrrt(s)? Please 
check MS that apply. 
c. flf yes} Do t he programs (twelve staff from faith -based 
organizations, o t l w community-based organizations, both 
faith-based and other community-based organizations, or 
neither type of organization? 
Q Basic educa.tion,*1GEO/cofoge 
courses 
D Cognitive skills 
G Computer skills 
D Sasic vocational training 
D Employment issues 
O Money management 
D Family issues 
D Time management 
D Substance abuse issues 
D Healtrylnutrition 
• Mental health 
D Finding a place to live 
D Where to go for legal assistance 
D Other (specify at left) 
D Falth-hased organizations only 
D Other comnmnfty-basect 
organizations 
D Both faith- and other community-
based organizations 
Q Neither type of organization 
The next questions are about individuals and organizations that may be involved in the reentry process in your 
correctional system in a routine or systematic way. 
71. For any offenders in your state, are family members routinely 
involved in the reentry process? 
a, ftfyml Prior to release, are family members routinely involved 
for SVQffl enroHees (S), comparable non-SVORi offenders (Q, 
both (B), or none (N3? 
b, I'Sfyes} After release, are family members routinely involved for 
SVORt enrol teas (S), comparable non-SVORI offenders (C), 
both (B), or none (N)? 
72. For any offenders in your state, is a victim routinely Involved In the 
reentry process? 
a, 0yes} Prior to release, are victims routinely involved for 
SVORI enrollsas (S), comparable non-SVORJ offenders (Q, 
both (B), or none (NJ? 
b, [ifyes} After release, are victims routinely involved for SVORI 
enrollees (Sj, comparable non-SVORI offenders (C|, both (BJ, or 
none <NJ? 
73, For any offenders in your state, is law enforcement routinely 
involved in the reentry process? 
a- ftfyesl Prior to release. Is taw enforcement routinely involved: 
for SVORI enrollees (SJ, comparable non-SVORI offenders (Q, 
both (B), or none «N)? 
b, iffyas} After release, is law enforcement routinely involved for 
SVORt enrol lees {Si, comparable non-SVORI offenders (C), 
both (B), or none (N)? 
Y N 
S C 8 N 
S C B N 
Y N 
S C B N 
S C 8 N 
Y N 
S C B N 
s c e N 
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SVORl PD interview 3/05 
74. For any offenders in your stats, are former prisoners routinely 
Involved in the reentry process? 
a. iifymj Prior to release, are former prisoners, routinely involved 
for SVORl enroltees iM, comparable non-SVORI offenders (Qf 
both (B), or none IN)? 
fa,, iifyes} After release, ar» farmer prisoners routinely involved 
for SVORl enroiiees IS),, comparable non-SVORS oifenders (Q, 
both (B j , or none (Nj? 
75,. Are any offenders in your state offered the option of having a-
mentor during the reentry process? 
a., ffiyes} Prior to release* are mentors offered to SVORl enroiiees 
(5), comparable non-SVORI offenders, (Q, both (B), or none 
(Nj? 
b. ,Mfyasf After release,, are mentors offered to SVORl enroltees 
IS), comparable non-SVORI offenders (C), both (6), or none 
(Ni? 
76. Of all the program components covered in this section (questions 
60-74), which three have been enhanced tiie most as a result of 
SVORl funding? 
¥ N 
S C B N 
S C B N 
Y N 
5 C B N 





The next set of questions pertains to different methods of service coordination. For each type of service 
coordination strategy, we'd like to know whether you offer it and the extent to which the strategy has town 
.affected lay SVORl. 
77. Does your program provide case management tea offenders prior to 
release? 
a., flt'yss} Please indicate the proportion of SVOK1 offenders who 
receive case management, during the prerelease period. 
b, (If yes} Who provides the pre-release case management for 
SVORl participants? Ptease check sit that apply. 
Y N 
D N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-25%) 
D U (just under hall, 26-50%) 
D O (fust over half, .51 -75%) 
O M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
D Facility staff 
D Grantee agency staff (other than 
facility staff) 
• faitb-based oiganlzcition 
D Other community organization or 
service provider 
D Other (specify at left) 
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SVORI PD Interview M)5 
c. [If yes! Please Indicate the- proportion of comparable, non-
SVORI offenders who receive case management during the 
pre-release period, 
78. Does your program provide case management to offenders after 
release? 
a» fifyesj Pleases indicate the proportion of SVGRf offenders who 
receive* case management during the post-release period. 
fa. !jf y&sj For SV'ORt participants, is the pre-refeas© case manager 
the same person who wil l work with them post-release? 
c, ffi yesj Who provides the post-release case management for 
5VOR1 participants? Please check all that.apply. 
d,. [Ifyesf Please indicate the proportion of comparable, non-
SVORI offenders who receive case management during the 
post-release period. 
79, Does your program use a '"continuity of care" model in which a 
case manager, supervision officer, or service provider is. involved 
with an individual from the pre-release facility to the community? 
a, [If yes} Who provides the continuity of care? Please check all 
that apply. 
b. [if yes] How has the use of this practice changed as a result of 
SVOR1 funding? Is there no change (NO as a result of SVORI:, 
is it a new practice (N), or has the use of the practice teen 
expanded or enhanced (EJ? 
80, Doe«. vuur program haw an individual or wr of individuals vdio 
work k> develop or build service piovider networks ttometimes 
termed a boundary-spanner .j? 
D N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-25% j 
D U (just under half, 26-50% ) 
D O {fust over half, .51-75%) 
O M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
V N 
D N (None) 
D F (A few, 1-25%) 
D U (Just under half, 2.6-S0%) 
D O (Just over half, 51-7.5%) 
G IMS (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
Y N 
D Supervision agency 
O Grantee agency staff (other than 
supervision agent) 
D Other community organization or 
service provider 
D Faith-based organization 
D Other (specify at left) 
D M (None) 
D F (Afew, 1-25%} 
D U (just under half, 26-50%) 
O O (Just over half, .51 -75%) 
D M (Most, 76-99%) 
D A (All) 
Y N 
D Supervision officer 
D Case manager 
D Service provider 
D Other (specify at, left) 




Appendix A (continued) 
SVOfil PD Interview 3/OS 
a. Hi wsl What «jre some responsibilities or this uJn?se i 
i n d i v i d u a l f'k»aso chetk a// that jpplv 
fe. (If yes} How has the use of this practice changed as a result of 
SVORI funding? is there no change (HQ as a result of SVORI, 
is it a new practice (N j , or has the use of tlhe practice teen 
expanded or enhanced f,EJ? 
81, Does your program use a twie-stop shop within which a variety of 
treatment providers are available to provide referrals or services to 
offenders in a single location? 
a <ll vpsf \ih> rf'prfvntatiu-", from the- p<-.st-nr.|ai«"supprvp5ian 
agency ie g parole oiiio»r\i IG> atcd in thr> ono-btop shop' 
b tff \wj Arc fa rth-baw»d 01 ganiratiuns .tmonq, the prwKfeft. 
cuailnblM in thf> onr*-*tnp shop' 
c pfyml How has the use of this practice changed as a result of 
SVORt funding? is there no change (NC) as a result of SVORI, is 
it a new practice (N), or has the use of the practice been 
expanded or enhanced (EJ? 
82,. Does your program use a "wrap-around" approach where a broad 
set of Interested agencies are involved in developing and delivering 
a comprehensive, individualJaed treatment plan that takes into 
account, the offender's entire social network? 
a. piyml What types of agencies are involved in this process? 
Please check a!! that: apply, 
h, [ffyesj How has the use of the wrap-around approach changed 
as a result of SVORI funding? Is there no change (NC) as a 
result of SVORt, is it a. new p raetrce (Nj, or has the use of the 
practice bean expanded or enhanced (£)? 
D Building relationships with 
community agencies 
D Educating community service 
providers about, (he unique needs 
of former prisoners 
D Encouraging providers to 
priorftteg CM begin serving 
returning prisoners 
Q Ensuring the availability of service 
providers able and will ing to 
accept referrals 
D Other (specify at left) 




NC N E 
Y N 
D Law enforcement 
D Facility staff 
D Post-re-teass* supervision 
D Employment 
D Health 
D Mental health 
D Substance abuse 
O Education 
O Faith-based 
D Other (specify at. left) 
NC N E 
100 
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SVORI PD Interview 3/05 
Program Coordination 
Think of the primary agencies you work with to serve SVORi offenders 
83.. How often does phone or e-mail contact occur between SVORI 
program staff and the primary agencies? 
84, Since SVORI funding began,, has the frequency of phone or e-mail 
contact among the agencies increased, decreased, or stayed the 
same? 
85,. How often are .meetings hs»ld between SVORI program stall and the 
primary agencies to discuss the qualify and content erf (he overall 
services provided? 
86.. Since SVORI funding began, has the frequency of meetings among 
the agencies discussing the quality and content of the overall 
services increased, decreased, or stayed the same? 
87.. How often are meetings held between SVORi program staff and the 
primary agencies to discuss services to individual SVORI 
offenders? 
88, Since SVORi funding began, has the frequency of meetings among 
the agencies to discuss services to individual offenders increased, 
decreased, or stayed the same? 
89, How often are meetings held between. SVORI program! staff and the 
primary agencies to strategize about this implementation of 
approaches to serve SVORI offenders? (For example, shared 
decision-making about offender accountability and how the system 
wil l address it.J 
90, Since SVORi funding began, has the frequency of meetings to 
srategize about the implementation of approaches to serve 
offenders increased, decreased, or stayed the same? 
91. How often do SVORI program staff and the primary agencies 
contact one another to facilitate referrals for SVORI: participants? 
92, Since SVORI funding began, has the frequency of agency contact 
with one another to facilitate referrals for offenders increased, 





D Not at all 
n increased 
D Decreased 





D Not: at: ail 
D increased 
O Decreased 





• Not at ail 
Q Increased 
D Decreased 





D Not at all 
• Increased 
D Decreased 





O Not. at all 
D increased 
D Decreased 
D Stayed the same 
S3, Please indicate whether you strongly agree (SA),, agree (AJ, neither agree nor disagree fN|, disagree (OS, or 
strongly disagree (SD) with each of the following statements about your SVORi program:: 
a, A core group of SVORI staff is responsible for handling the day-
to-day implementation of program: (grant) activities. SA A N O SD 
101 
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Appendix A (continued) 
SVORI PD {interview 3/05 
to., Information sharing about specific offenders across partnering 
agencies has improved as a result of SVORi, 
c. Communication across partnering agencies has improved as a 
result ofSVGRl, 
d Partnering agencies hare developed a common vision of 
reentry as a result of SVORI. 
c, Partnering agencies have created common goals related to 
reentry as a result of SVORI;, 
f, SVORI M a collaborative effort among different agencies, 
SA A IM D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
Current Program Status 
94.: Would: yoa say your SVORi program is fully operational? By ''fully 
operational* we mean that the program is up and running and, 
although the program may evolve, all of th« program components 
are currently being implemented. 
a... Iff yes} When would you say your program became fully 
operational? (months/ear) 
h. {Sfymf When did you enroll your first: participant? (month/year} 
c, f If' }>BS} How fong did it take to get your program up and 
running once all of the federal funds were released? 
d. f#" no] Pleas© describe what partfsj of your program still needts) 
to be implemented and explain the reasons for the delay. 
e, 0 no/ Provide an estimate of the earliest date by which your 
program wiII be fully operational. 
95, How many total SVORI participants had you enrolled by 12/31/M? 
96,. How does this number compare with your original projections? 
9?. How many SVORI participants are currently enrolled in the pre-
release phase of your program? 
a. As of what date? 
9B.. How many SVORI participants are currently enrolled in the post-
release phase of your program? 
a, As of what date? 
Y N 
[M no,,-skip to- 94($ 
/ 
/ 
D < 3 months 
D 3~S months 
D 6-8 months 
D 9-41 months 
D 12+ months 
Estimate: / 
Number 
O Fewer than originally projected 
D About the same as originally 
projected 




tmo nth/year);; / 
13 
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Appendix A (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview M S 
The next set of questions pertains to issues that you may have encountered regarding recruiting or enrolling 
SVORI participants,. 
99. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree that the following issues have limited the number 
of offenders you were able to enroll, Please indicate whether you strongly agree (SA^ agree <A), neither 
agree1 nor disagree (N), disagree (Di , or strongly disagree (SO) m'ith each of the following statements: 
a. Not enough offenders are being screened for potential 
eligibility. ^Select "n/a* if your program does not have a 
screening process.) 
b. The agency s» management intoirnatiun s>Wi>m 1MIS1 or 
electronic databank* d o « not include the data * n need to 
determinw if snmf>ono !•• f l igihl i ' iSelert na* it u>ur ag**ni\ 
docK nnt hav> an Mlb i 
c, The a&ws c- MIS r- difficult to use m is hard to artels i Vleet. 
' n a if vour agrnrv doi*. not lieuc an MIS i 
d. \\f hw> had difficulty obtaining information on fligihlc 
rjffpndf r. tmm thf iai ihtips iSelect *n a if facilities are* not 
Invoked wttli the identification ut eligible participants i 
e. At ruidif> current information about isloase drt<»s lor potential 
participants ha1, not nutlnclv hem available 
f, Accurals t urr^nt information about | ost-iploav plan" i*> g 
pnst - ioKw aiea of residence* has nut ruutmelv. I jwn 
avatlablp 
g. Out prugiam s ntipibihtr a i w i a have bp«i tnr> stiingent 
h, Inartequav retina Is haw hocn mado hv stitt -it trv> tarilitfcs 
(Select 'n a" i1 fjcility* staff atf not napunsthl*-' tar making 
referrals in your ptogramj 
1. f »riliiy or agont v pnlines havi» madf it difficult tu lranster 
eligibly olfr'iuk-rs to ulh*r iaalities lui <A OKI piogijmming or 
to prevent the tianstei of S\ ORI participants to facilities that do 
not olfpi S\ C'R! programming ^elu<_t "n a" it participants an-
not transft-nccl lot piogranimmgnr ifS\QR| isolfuipdat all 
farllitlC, I 
J. Offenders have been identified but decline to participate, 
(Select "n/a" if your program is not. voluntary.) 
k, Offenders have been identified too late to complete pre-release 
programming ri.e,, too close to release date). (Select "a/a*' if 
your program does not provide pre-release programming.) 
1, We have not had the resources to serve the number of 
offenders that are Identified. 
SA A N D SD n/a 
SA A N D SD n/a 
SA A N O SD n/a 
SA A N D SO n/a 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N O SD 
SA A N O SD n/a. 
SA A N D SD rfcfia 
SA A N O SD n/a 
SA A N D SO nft 
SA A N D SD 
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Appendix A (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview 3/05 
in. Please describe any other obstacles to recruitment or enrollment that you have encountered in your 
program, 
Issues Surrounding SVORI Implementation 
f 00, Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements about issues that 
might have arisen regarding SVORJ program implementation* Please indicate whether you strongly agree 
(SA), agree (A), neither agree nor disagree (N), disagree (D), or strongly disagree (SD) with each of the 
fo II owi ng statements-, 
a, We hav® encountered resistance from.., 
(1) top administrators at the facilities. 
(2) supervisors at. the facilities. 
(J) line staff at.the facilities. 
i:4) top administrators at the post-release supervision agency., 
(5) .supervisors at:the post-retease supervision agency. 
CQ line officers of the post-release supervision agency, 
(7) some of the SVORI partner agencies in the community. 
i8} members of the community to which SVORI offenders 
return fthe 'not in my backyard' syndrome),. 
b. Existing agency regulations or policies have made it difficult to 
implement SVORL 
c. There has teen poor communication within agencies, 
d. There his teen poor communication betwemr agencies, 
e. We have experienced turf battles. 
f. Funding for reentry is inadequate. 
g, The available funding has. teen poorly allocated. 
I t We have had insufficient staff available, 
i„ Staff training has been inadequate. 
J. Staff turnover has been high. 
It. There has been inadequate availability of services for referrals 
we have made.. 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N O SD 
SA A N O SD n/a. 
SA A N D SD n/a 
SA A N D SD n/a 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA. A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
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SVORi PD Interview 3/05 
Sustaiflability 
101. Do you consider the current political climate in your community 
te tae favorable to your reentry programming? 
102, Am there other reentry initiatives under way in your state? 
T 03, What a re your p lans for your reentry program once SVORt funds 
aire no konge* .available? Ptesecheck sM that apply. 
a. iff \t>uplan to continue cr ay.and ihp ftagrami Pu yuu think 
that vou hav*> sutlicient tcsnurcx* tu continue* the initiative at 
thccunonl le-el? 
b, ill' vbupkn ii^ continue! t* exp.in>i t fe fxngtJtnl Will yuiir 
initiative rontmuclicyond the grant period without additional 
lurvh from ihp tPdouil grAernirwnt? 
c, Uf wu pkw to reni/run M >*\mnd thf [gag/Ami hre> vou 
currently woil,ing un 'Aa\s to su&tain the initiati\« bpvond thf 
giant period«' 
d iii \nupkn tc. continue or eKpmd tlv> progumi For each m the 
following sli.ilFgirt, pi w o indu j to nho t lw it i vuu have irsprl 
oi arp run f i t l y u'.ing ihf btrategv fy Ni a m l O i w l v u v r v o u 
ni c planning In tfcp mr rontmuo to UM>I the stiats-gv in iht> 
luturciYiMi 
(1) Pursue additional federal funding 
(2) Pursue additional state funding 
(3) Pursue .additional funding from local sources 
(4) Pursue additional funding from other sources. 
(Specify; 1 
(,5,l Real locate resources with in the current agency 
t&j Reallocate lesouices across the partnering agencies 
i 7* Communicate with policy makers about the program 
181 Conduct a local evaluation 
191 oy, »lop a Web silo to convey information ahuut the 
program 
(continued) 
(1OJ Develop printed materials Xa convey information about: the 
program 
(11) Work with the media fe.g,, press releases, conferences, 
interviews, newspaper articles! 
V N 
Y N 
D Discontinue the program 
D Continue the program 
D Expand the program 




































Appendix A (continued) 
SVDRl PD Interview 3/05 
(1.21 What uihn strategics, aw vou u«.ingui planning to use to 
&u<.tam or e«qunil >!Uir progum- ispptil> N 
1.04 Pleas© indicate whether you strongly agree (SA| agree (A), neither agree nor disagree IN), disagree (D), 
or strongly disagree (SO) with the following statements: 
a, The SVORf in Waive is not worth continuing, SA A N D SD 
b. Reentry programming is no better now than it was before 
svora, SA O SD 
c, SVORJ is helpful to the currant target population. SA A N D SD 
d SVORi would be helpful to ail returning offenders, $A A N D SD 
105, Finally, from your perspective, what characteristics of your SVORI program make it particularly unique 
or innovative? 
Thank you at much for taking tts© time to complete this survey. 
If we- need to follow up on any of the responses, whom Is the most appropriate person for us to contact? 
Raima-; 
Prions No,: 




SVORI PROGRAM DIRECTOR SURVEY - 2006 






The first set of questions pertafn» to the status of your SVOKI program. 
1 . When would you say all of the? planned elements of your SVOSU 
program became fully operation*!J (montSyyenrft. 
2. Doe.-! your program stjII have a SVORI program director? 
3., Over the course -of your grants how many individuals have held the 
SVORI program director position? 
4. Have you applied- for a. no-cost extension for your original SV'ORI 
grant? 
5, What is the current end date of your SVORI gram (including any 
no-cost extensions you have received or wil l receive on your 
SVORI grant;*? Please da not mcfvde extensions as -a result ofsmy 
suppksmen&ry fund*, you 'may• hiwe mtxhvd i'mm other sources. 
&.. What was the original end date of your SVORI grant? 
D Program became fully 
operational on / 








The next questions pertain to your program's enrollment 
7, When did you enroll your first participant: (month/year)? 
S. As of 3/1/2QO€i, what was the total cumulative enrollment in your 
SVORI program (1,©,., how many individuals did you enroll in your 
program from its inception to 3/1/06?> 
9. How does this number compare with your original projections? 
to . How many SVORI participants are currently enrolled in the pre-
release phase of your program? 
I t . How many SVORI participants are currently enrolled in the post-
release phase of your program? 
D We enrolled our first, 
participant on / 
D W« have not enrolled: any 
participants 
Number: 
D Fewer than originally 
projected 
D About the same as originally 
projected 




Appendix B (continued) 
SVORJ PD Interview 3./06 
12. Are you still enro l l ing new participants Into your program? 
a, [If y£>$] H o w long do you expect to cont inue enrol l ing n o w 
participants into your program? 
b, [If no] When did you stop enrol l ing new participants into your 
program? 
13. D id your SVORf grantes agency (e,g. your Department o f 
Corrections or Juvenile Justice agency) set an enrol lment target for 
your program? 
a. [If yie>$>] D id your SVOR1 grantee agency monitor progress 
toward this target? 
"14, D i d the top administrators at. yoyr SVOR.I grantee agency i;e.g., 
D O C or DID set Implementat ion goals for your program? 
a,- Wyos\ D id your 5VORI grantee agency monitor progress 
toward these gpals? 
I S . W h i c h phase of your program was more dif f icult to implement? 
(Please check only one.) 
1:6. What, were the three 
most significant factors 
that: l imited the number 
o f participants y o u were 
ablett> enrol l In your 
program? Please rank 
these three factors by 
put t ing it * 1 " next: t o t h * 
most significant factor 
"2" n«xt to second: most 
significant, and * 3 " next 
to th© th i rd most 
signif icant. ('Please rank 
only Area) 
Y N 
D Plan to continue* ©nroll ing 
unt i l approximately 
(month/vsart / 










Not screening enough offenders for potential: el igibi l i ty 
Your program's el igibi l i ty criteria being too restrictive {i.e., not enough 
el igible offenders available) 
The federal: funding agency's el ig ibi l i ty cri teria being too restrictive 
Your pre-release agency's management Information system (MIS) o r 
electronic database not inc lud ing tin© data needed to determine if 
someone is el igible 
Your p re-release agency's MIS being di f f icul t to us» or hard t o access 
Accurate current information about release dates for potential 
participants not; routinely being avai lable 
Accurate current, information about post-release plans not rout inely 
biaing aval table 
Inadequate referrals by facil ity staff 
Facility or agency policies making it di f f icul t to del iver SVORI 
programming 
t >fH<n<li>r* d r t l in ing li i pnt i r ipct te 
k >ltpndi-'i's l * m g idonutitO too latt> n> com|i ldC' poM-i^Uase 
p K i g u m n n n g ii e lou clow? to rolo.iM' d a t d 
Inadequate i f o u i c v ^ to s.i-rvf> th<- numhor rn o l t t n d o i i Ident i f ied by 
I J L M I U slat! 
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SVOfil PD interview 3/06 
12, Are you still enrolling new participants into yaur program? 
a. [Hfyes] How long da you expect to continue enrolling new 
participants into your program? 
b, \ti no] When did you stop enrolling new participants into your 
program? 
13. Did your SVORI grantee agency (e.g.. your Department of 
Corrections or Juvenile Justice agency) set an enrollment target for 
your program? 
a. [if yes] Did your SVORI grantee agency monitor progress 
toward this targ«t? 
14. Did the top adm i nistrators at your SVORI grantee agency (e.g., 
DOC or OjJ) set implementation goals for your program? 
a. Wyes] Did your SVORI grantee agency monitor progress 
toward these goals? 
15, Which phase of your program was more difficult to implement? 
(Please check cmfy ana.; 
16, What were the three 
most significant factors 
that limited the number 
of participants you wet© 
aisle to enroll in your 
program? Please rank 
these three factors by 
putting a " I * next to the 
most, significant factor 
"2" next to second most 
significant, and ""&" next 
to the third most 
significant. (Phase, rank 
only threes} 
Y N 
• Plan to continue enrolling 
until approximately 
(montlvVsart / 










Not •» rocning enough ofrendiTb tor potential *liQihilh\ 
"toui |n> igurn ' fliqibilrty crrten.t \to \np, luo reductive n <=• not enough 
eligible nttendpr- a^ail.ilil^-j 
The l«H.I"i j l lunding apf>n«_v s Pligibilitv cntpm lx>mq too rt-sti Ictiv<_ 
"»'itir pi^-rrk.iso jgoncv'^ management intotnwtion svstem 1MIS1 or 
wloi tnini.- dt t jh i i 'c not in< luding t l v d.iu ne«dfd to Hob i mine it 
'jiim«ini ineligible 
V<ui |ji»'-icl<>j'»' jRr tm s Ml1* ln»mg ditlu ult to us<- 'j i hard tu .icrcvs 
ALI ur.it' rut rent intoinuticm about rolo,i<.c> date1", toi putenti.il 
partii ipants not ruutin^lv boing jiailaule 
ALCUI.itf < uncnt inlntmition about pi«t- i f Icisr- plain not P lutinels 
being <tviiUhle 
inadc>qu.)te fptfi ial ' b* Lir ih^ sutf 
r.i< ilib, oi .lgfni v pulli IL»* nnl.inji it >.iitfl> nil in dnlrvn S\ORI 
programming 
Ortondmi. declining to partinpjtp 
Ofivndi'rs lining identified too lat*> tu rompiVie po<;t-rt-<lf-u:>f> 
piugr.imming n e tno c l o^ to ir-ka** datwi 
lmdt>qu<-ik> r<>ujuir> stu > w\s> the numhoi \A <Hlt'nd<>i"> uk<ntitit*l b, 
f j l l l l t * ' Sl.lfl 
2 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORl PD Interview 3/06 
Services 
The next questions ask about your program's programming priorities and desired outcomes. 
17. When thinking about providing 
programming or services to offenders, 
how has your program focused its 
resources and efforts overall throughout: 
the course at"your program? Pleas© rank 
the areas by putting a "1 * next to your lop 
focus, "2" next to the second focus,, *3" 
next to the third focus, *4" next to the 
fourth focus, and "5* next: to the fifth 
focus. (Please rank aO arms,} 
18. if you were to be given more federal 
funding for reentry programming, how 
would you focus your resources? Please 
rank the areas by putting a. *1 * next to 
your tep focus,, *2" next to the second 
focus, "3" next to the third focus, "4" next 
to the fourth focus, and "5" next to the 
fifth focus. fPfcasw mnksilamm,) 
Rank 
Assessment, Coordination, rind Supervision Services 
fe g., riskmeeds assessments, treatment/release plan 
development, post-release supervision,! 
Transition Sen-ices ie.g., housing placements-referrals. 
assistance obtaining identification and benefits, legal 
assistance financial support/emergency assistance, 
peer support, mentoring! 
Haalth Services fe g . substance abuse treatment, 
counseling, mental health services, anger 
management/violence counseling, medical services, 
dental services) 
Employment, Education, and SkilIs Development 
Services ie.g. oducation/GEPAutonnpliteracy 
services, vocational training, employment referrals/job 
placement, resume; interviewing skills, work release, 
cognitive skills developmenthehavioral programming, 
lifr skills; 
Family services (e.g., tamlly reunification family 
counseling parenting skills, domestic violence 
services,! 
Kan* 
Assessment, Coordination, and Supervision Services 
(e.g., risk/heeds assessments, tresMmenVr«tease plan 
developirwrtf, post-release supervision) 
Transition Services (e.g., housing placements/referrals, 
assistance obtaining identiicatkm and benefits, legal 
assistance, financial supportfenwrgency assistance, 
peer support, mentoring} 
Health Services fchg., substance abuse treatment, 
counseling, mental health services, anger 
mana|ement/violence counseling, medical services, 
denial services) 
Employment, Education, and Skills Development 
Services (©,§., educatioiiiCEDAutoringiliteracy 
services, vocational training, employment referrals/job 
placement, resume/ interviewing skills, work release, 
cognitive skills development/behavioral programming, 
life skills) 
Family services ie,g lamilv reunification, family 




Appendix B (continued) 
SVOra PD Interview 3/06 
19. Besides meld i vis m, what ou tallies d a s 
your program hope to affect for individual 
participant's? Please rank the three most 
important: outcomes toy putting a " 1 " next 
to most important outcome,, "2" next to 
second most and *3* next to the third 
most. (Please rank only (hme.i. 
2:0. If someone' were- evaluating the 
effectiveness of your SVORil program, 
what measurable outcomes do you think 
it: would be fair to use to determine 
program effectiveness? fffease check si! 
that apply.) 
•Rank 
Reduced substance use 






improved declskwvmaklng or seff-sufffcisicy 
Oth&r Cptease specify in the box at the left) 
G Reduced recidivism: 
O Reduced substance use 
G improved physical arietta" mental health 
D Employment. 
D Educational attainment 
D Housing 
D Family reunIfir.ation./rfuncl:toni:ng 
D Community in»gratton*onnectedne5s 
D Improved dec iston-mak:i rig or self -sufficiency 
D Other (please spec ify in the box at the lefts 
4 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORI TO Interview im 
Next we'd like to know about services that offenders In your state are currently receiving during incarceration and after release, For each service type 
in the table below, please indicate the following by circling the appropriate fetter; 
Ptfrmteaw services Post-reltue services 
- Whether pre-refease services of this type haw changed {N, S, NC, - Wh&thw posf-retee services of this type haw changed (N, 5, NC, 
NA) as a result of SVORI Jif the service is not available to any NA) as a result of SVORI (if the service is not available to any 
offenders, circle NA and skip the following Wo steps rated to offenders, circle N A and skip the following two steps related to 
proportions served) proportions sensed) 
- The proportion (N, F, U, 0 , M, Ai of SVORI participants who receive - The proportion !N, F, U, 0 , M, A) of SVORI participants who receive 
or are referred to the service pre-refatse (circle the letter on the V or are referred to the service posj-retee [circle the letter on the *a* 
line), If you are not currently serving any SVORJ participants pre- line). If you are not currently serving any SVORI participants post-
release, please leave the V line Wank, release, please leave the V line blank, 
- The proportion (N, F, U, O, M, A) of the general serious and violent - The proportion (N, F, U, 0 , M, A) of the general serious and violent 
offender (General SVO) inmate population who receive or are offender (General SVO) inmate population who receive or are referred 
referred to the service pm-mlmm (circle the tetter on the "b* line*) to the service post-relmse [circle the letter on the I f line") 
21. Case management 
a, SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
22. Risk assessment 
a, SVORI 
b, General SVO population 
B . Needs; assessment 
a. SVORI 
to. Genera) SVO population 
24 Treatment/release plait 
a, SVORI 
b, General SVO population 
25k Forma f past-release supervision 
a, SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
Pre-Retaase 
How has llw service 
changed as a result of 
SVORI! 
N {Newly implemantatj 
S Substantially enhanced) 
NC >Mo substantial chmgg 
NA Servic* not available* 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
H S NC NA 
N S NC MA 
Proportion receiving the 
service; 
N (None, but service a'aibblal 
F t* few, I-25* 
U (lust under hart, 25-seW 
0 (just owr half, 5I-73* 
M (Most 76-99* 
A m 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
!;:V.i-::::i;:;V':,.v;i'!::'c-'::n*ap W^^::^^m^::;Mi§. 
Post-Release 
How has tire service 
changed as a result of 
SVORI? 
N INwiy inrplenKi*d8 
S (Substantially athsnesfi 
NC ^ TombstauUhd changes 
NA Ssnice not available! 
N S NC NA 
N 5 NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N 5 NC NA 
N S NC NA 
Proportion receiving lite 
service; 
N (None, but service 
available! 
F (Atsw,1-i5*! 
U (]ost ureter hllf, 26-50)10 
0 (hist werMf, 51-75*) 
M (Most, J8-S9W 
A iAl 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
5 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORi PD Interne* J/06 
26. In-person contact from the post-
release case manager or 
supervision officer while the 
offender is still incarcerated 
a. SVORI 
b., General SVO population 
27, Reentry courts 
a. SVORi 
b, Genera 1 SVO p o p lalion 
28, Video-conferencing 
a, SVORI 
b. Genera! SVO population 
29. Ofender-sjaxific reentry teams 
(groups consssUng of agency 
representatives and&r community 
members that review and develop 
a plan for the offender) 
a, SVORi 
b. General SVO population 
30, AA/NA 
a, SVORi 
h General SVO population 
31. Counseling sessions for drag or 
alcohol use jag,, Individual or 
group; please do not Include drqg 
education classes) 
a, SVORI 
b, Genera I SVO popu lation 
l'te-Rek?ase 
How has (ho service 
changed as a result erf 
SVORI? 
N (Na*ly impiemsnied) 
S i$utetartially enhanced) 
NC (No subitantfa! change) 
NA Service, not available! 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
H S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
H S NC NA 
N 5 NC NA 
Proportion receiving the 
service 
N ?Nwe,buisivra available 
F » to, 1-25%! 
U dust under hilUMQH) 
0 CJuss over half, 51-J5&! 
M (Ktei.76-«s 
A !*ll)' 
N F U O M A 
N f U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
Post-Release 
How has the service 
changed as a result of 
SVORI? 
N {Ne»iy implemented! 
S gutetMiiliyataMst) 
NC INo substantial ehanpil 
NA fevtefi not available! 
Proportion receiving tire 
service: 
N (None, but stnto 
jviilable) 
F (Afcw. \-2SU 
U Quit order half, 26-50$ 
0 fjuscwrhjUsl-TSW 
M (Mat, *-S9« 
A (AS 
W, V{SMti:M^:jM§00^A] • i\ i§ 'A 
H S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A . 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
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SVORI PD Interna* .?>«> 
32, Cimiprehenstw* drug treatment 
programs (e.ft., residential, 
therapeutic communities, etc.) 
a. SVORI 
h. General SVQ popu la te 
33. Mental health services 
a, SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
3 4 A n p r management/violence 
counseling 
a, SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
35. Bfucatbn/CED/hitoring/literacy 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
36. Employment referrals/job 
plarattient 
a. worn 
b. Central SVO population 
37. Resunw and interviewing skills 
development 
a. SVORI 
to. General SVO population 
38, Cognitive skills (StH-eki|mcnt; 
Miavforal programming 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
39. Lite skills training 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
Prc-Relatso 
Htm h i * llio service 
changed as a result of 
SVQRK 
N (Marly impieirentedi 
S Substantially enhanced? 
NC SN'a iubstantiaf change) 
NA Servke net availably 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
Proportion receiving the 
service: 
N (None, but service availably 
f ft few, 1-25*} 
U j|ust under half, 26-4SS4) 
0 (just owr half, 51-7SSS 
M <Mwl 7S-WW 
A (AID ' 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F IJ 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
H F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
Post-Release 
How has lite service 
changed s a result of 
SVORI? 
N INevd j( imptementesj 
5 (Substantial!}' enhanmfii 
NC INosrtstanlial change) 
NA Service not aaitabH 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 




F (Afew, 1-25*1 
0 §«st ureter half, 2§-50SI 
0 <ja« curat half, st-35*) 
M (Meat, 76-99%) 
A <A» 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F LI 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U D M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
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SVORI PD Interview 3 « 
40, Pre-release curriculum 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
41, Assistance obtaining 
Identification (e.g., driver's 
license, social security card) 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
42. Assistance obtaining benefits and 
completing applications teg,, 
Medicaid, disability benefits) 
a, SVORI 
b, General SVO popu lation 
43. Financial wppart/emergeiicy' 
assistance (e,g, housing, clothing 
a, SVORI 
b. General WO population 
44, Parenting skills development 
a. SVORI 
b, General SVO population 
45. Family reunification 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
46, Peer Mpport groups 
a. SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
47. One-onmne mentoring 
a, SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
Pre-Refcaso 
How has the service 
changed as a result of 
SVORIt 
N fi*»wiy implemented! 
$ (Substantially enhanced? 
NC iHt> substantial change] 
NA sSanfee net available^ 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N 5 NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
Proportion receiving lite 
service: 
N (None, but service available) 
F ysfw. 1-2.5* 
l i 'juit under half, » -wS) 
0 ijust over half, 51 - raw 
M * t e t TS-WItt 
A Mil 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N f U O M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N f U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
Post-Release 
How has. die service 
changed as <i result of 
SVORI? 
N (Nev<ty implemented) 
$ iSubst.lnti.llly enhances 
NC fNosubstantial charge) 
NA Service not available! 
Froporrjon receiving the 
service: 
N (None, but senate 
available) 
f (Afew.l-MW 
U <|ua under half, Itr-SVM 
0 (f int over half, S1-75ISS 
M (Most, J W s i l 
A 5AIIS 
jfaiJS;::^ 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A . 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U 0 • M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
N F U O M A 
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SVOi TO Interview 3 « 
411, Housing placements or referrals 
a, SVORI 
b. General SVO population 
49. Transportation 
a, SVORI 
b, General SVO population 
Pre-Release 
How has She service 
changed as a result of 
SVORI? 
N iMm\y implerantslj 
S Substantially enhanced! 
NC iKo substantial change! 
NA SSefviee.net sv<aM)I$ 
N 5 NC NA 
Proportion receiving the 
service: 
N S-None. but senkt available! 
F 4A few, 1-25** 
U j|u«t untfer htf. 36-305SJ 
0 iMwter half, 51-7.3* 
A (AID 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
not applicable 
Post-Release 
How has die service 
changed as a result of 
SVORI? 
N Cfewiy implemented) 
S 6ubsl.intiallv eflhancei! 
NC ftosubstatfildiargg) 
NA 6s«icena»viilahl3 
N S NC NA 
N S NC NA 
Proportion receiving the 
service: 
N (None, but service 
JVlfelfei 
F iAfs, 1-iSJ 
11 ijait uister hilf, 26-50*) 
0 (|M over half, 51-75U! 
M (Most, Ts-swa 
A !A» 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
N F U 0 M A 
SO, P le» describe your program's approach to service coordination. 
We rmypos your mtpase on put program'>ptn?ik on the WOR! Multi-Site fvstaim tsefeafe Pfew check hemiiym tfe not want pw 
mspmmp&l: D 
51, Please describe any programming delivered to SVORI participants ante the formal pest-release supervision phase is template (La, the "Sustain 
and Support* phase described in the original 5VQRI solicitation;!, 
We may pes par response on prnprngrsmfiprnfik on the 9/QI8 Multi-Ste Evakutioa mbstn. Please check hem if you do imiwatit pa 
response posed 0 
9 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview 3/06 
Organisational Context 
The next set of questions asks about: organizational context, including interagency communication and 
collaboration. 
52, What were the most, significant barriers to impterwrtston 
that your program encountered? Please rank the top three 
barriers by putting a "A " next to biggest barrier " 2 " next to 
second biggest,, and **3ff next to the third biggest. (Please 
rank oniy three.) 
Rmk 
Existing agency regulations or policies 
Turf battles 
Inadequate funding 
Poor allocation of available funding 
Insufficient, staff 
Inadequate staff training 
Staff turnover 
Inadequate availability of services 
Poor Intra-agency oomrrmmicattan 
Poor Mer-agency communication 
Other (please specify in the box at left) 
53, Please complete ttie table below, indicating whether each of the following agencies or community-based 
organizations (CBO) has been involved in your SVORI programming and the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with the statements about the agency's involvement, (Plm&e complete theemtm row for each 
sgpmyfCBO, a w If you answer "ntf in the first cohiim*} 
a, Pre-release, supervision 
agency (e.g., BGC/DJJ) 
h. Post-release supervision 
agency 
c. Faith-based organizations 
d Substance abuse agencies 
or CBO's 
e. Mental health agencies or 
CBO's 
f. Family/social services 
agencies or CB-Cr's 
g. Law enforcement agency 
h. Housing agencies or 
CBO's 
1. Employment agencies or 
CBO's' 
j , Vocational training 
agencies or CBO's 
k. Technical institutions, 
community colleges, and 
universities 
1. [fuvemts. programs emfy] 




















Do you strongly agree (SAJ, agree {A|, neither agree nor disagree 
IN),, disagree (DJ, or strongly disagree (SD) with the following? 
We have 
encountered 
resistance from this 
agency/CBO as we 
irapJemwited 
SVORI. 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N O SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N O SO 
SA A N D SD 
Support for SVORI 
from this agency/ 
CBO lias; bwn 
strong. 
SA A N O SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 






SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA. A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA. A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
10 
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SVORI PD Interview 3/06 
54. Please complete the table below, indicating whether voa strongly agree ISA"}, agree (A), neither agree nor 
disagree (Nj, disagree (D), or strongly disagree (SO) with the fallowing statements about the groups below. 
a. Top administrators at tha pre-
release facilities 
fa. Supervisors at this pre-refease 
facilities 
c, Line staff at the pre-release facilities 
d. Top administrators at the post-
release .supervision agency 
e. Supervisors at the post-release 
supervision agency 
f, Line staff at the post-rel ease 
supervision agency 
g. Members of the community to 
which SVOR1 participants are 
returning 
We ham encotinteiwi 
resistance from this group as 
we implemented SVORI. 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A H D SD 
Support for SVORI from this 
group has been strong. 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
r>ri Plea-..' inHhMtr 'Ahrthfi voustmngU acjiei'iSAi agrr>r iAi, nfithei agree nnrdnagi 'vuNi disagree CD), or 
stmna,h dismjir-f I^DJ with «?,ich ol the follow my statements about \oui SVORI piogram 
a Inlormaiion sharing.thout specific on'owlets acr<.*.s partivunc; 
jgunues h...ib improved as a result ut SVORI. 
b. Communication across partnering agencies has improved as a 
result of SVORI. 
c. Partnering agencies haw developed a common vision of reentry as 
A result: of SVORI, 
d. Partnering agencies have created common goals related to reentry 
as a. result of SVORI. 
&, SVORI is a collaborative effort among different agenda. 
f. The original SVORI partnering agencies are still vary involved in 
SVORI. 
g, The culture within your SVORI grantee agency ^..g., DOC or DO) is 
supportive of reentry programs in general. 
h, The culture within your SVORI grantee agency is supportive, of 
SVORI. 
i. The current: political climate in your community is favorable to 
reentry programming in general. 
t Support for SVORI from tho state legislator© has been strong, 
u. Support for SVQRi from the executive branch of the state 
government has been strong. 
s \ A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SD 
SA A N D SO 
SA A N D SO 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview VM> 
SustainabilMy and Lessons Learned 
Thefinal %et of questions addresses program susta inability, local evaluation efforts, technical assistance, and 
lessons teamed. 
56. Since you received your original SVORI grant, has your 
SVORI program received funding from any of the following 
sources? (Please checks!! that apply.) 
57, Are there other reentry initiatives (besides SVOKii under 
way in your state? 
58, Are you planning to continue any dements of your SVORl 
program once SVORI funds are no longer available? 
a. [If yes to 58) Which elements are you planning to 
retain? 
b, (ft i t * U> ZH\ Aiw\ou planning tit expand your 
program? 
hi \l!) <K to 58b] In which of theMowing ways ate 
you planning to fcft,pand your program? Please 
chock all that jpplv 
O Supplemental SVORI funds from the 
Federal gpvemment 
Q Funds other than SVORI funds from 
tha Federal government 
Q Funds from state agencies other than 
your SVORI grantee agency (e,g,.,, 
DOC or DJ1) 
D Funds (addIWorraI or realocated) from 
your SVORI grantee agency 
D Funds from local governments) 
D Funds from: non-profit, not-for-profit, 
or other private organizations 
D Other (please specify in the box at left) 
Y N 
Y N 
[skip to 5Sc) 
D Steering comra ittee 
D Other partnerships formed through 
SVORI 
D Staff hired through SVORI 
D Curriculum developed through SVORI: 
Q Service coordination approach 
D Approach far screening offenders for 
eligibility 
O Specific pre-release services enhanced 
through SVORI 
D Specific post-release services 
enhanced through SVORI 
D Otter (please specify in the box at left) 
Y N 
D Expind pi t-rr>|p,isf> piugramniing to 
additional lacilitie^ 
D Expand pust-i olcds^ " pi ogumminR to 
additional rummunitic»> 
D Expand ott^ndprfligibilitv. criteria 
D Olfnt moi o p iC-MPIW «..-r\ ires 
Q Otf^r mor* pusl-iclwavj SPI% ires 
O L^ngtrhai the duration ot the pr*>-
ri-'lf-'as^ phdH-' 
D Lengthen the duiatiutt ut the perft-
rp|f>asp phase 
D Hi no moic staff 
D Othei iplrasr*spm itv in th» box at left) 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview 3/06 
c, \0no ioS8] What are the main reasons that you am 
not planning to continue your SVORI program? 
(Pkmse check ail tfott apply.} 
59, In order to u k f rc»'nti\ piuginmminR mat just SVORI 
programmingi ' to v a l e ' in uour state- u e provide 
comprehensive io-'iiti\ v-rvKt-s, in all reluming "lender*, in 
the fit.-ilPi uh i rh t.iclPR am n«re>v..ii\ in -irldrtinn ir. stair., 
nr Iced fundinc loi r^ntrv procramminn? f'laise milk tht 
top thrnx> area.s bv putting a " 1 ' n«\t to what you cunsulci 
tu br< the most im|"Ortant tat.\ui 2" next tu the second 
most important, and 3" nuxt to t lv thud mus>t Important 
iPio.y^ :,<nl on!\ throo > 
D insufficient funding 
D Lack of support from your SVORI 
grantee agency (e.g., DOC or DjJ) 
D Lack of support ftom other partnering 
agencies 
D Toe many barriers to program 
iiflplementation/opBration 
O Insufficient numbers of eligible 
participants 
D Progm m model was not viewed as 
successful 
D Other1 (ptaase specify in the box at left 
Rank 
Support from elected state officials 
Support front top administration at 
DOGOJJ 
Support from other partnering 
agencies 
Support from the community 
An effective model for service 
coordination 
An accessible, easy-to-use 
management Information system 
{MIS) containing detailed information 
on offenders 
Policies that mate reentry 
programming part of the agency's 
standard operating procedure 
Other (please specify in the box at 
left) 
60,. Please indicate whether your SVORI partnership has engaged fn the following sustains bility strategies.. 
a, Held sustalnablfity planning meetings 
L Assessed progress achieved compared with original 
goals 
c. Assessed resource needs 
d. Developed a sustainabitity plan 
e, Extended MOAs with partnering agencies 
f. Sought out other partnering agencies 
g. Pursued additional federal funding 
h, Pursued additional state funding 
i. Pursued additional funding from local sources 
j . Pursued additional: funding from private funding 
sources 
k. Real located resources within your SVORI grantee 














Appendix B (continued) 
SVOW PD Interview 3/06 
Reallocated resources across the partnering agencies 
in order to continue SVORI 
m> Cross-training of staff 
H. Other (please specify:. 
J 
61. Has your program conducted a local evaluation or made 
an attempt: to document the success of the program in 
affecting offender outcomes such as recidivism? 
N 
a,. \Sf yes] Have any reports been produced from your 
local evaluation? 
\ffym] Have you communicated the results of your 
local waluation/'analyses to local, state, or federal: 
policy makers? 
[If yes] For each outcome below, please Indicate whether the outcome was evaluated in your local 
evaluation, and, for each outcome that was evaluated, whether the analyses demonstrated a positive 
program effect. 


















Fa m i ly u nifIcatlo ii/support 
Comm un ity Integration 
Other (please specify; 























Wymft Did it© analyses 






















Has your program engaged: in communication/public 
relations designed to convey Information about tha 
program to the public? 
N 
63,. For each of the following types of technical assistance (from the SVORt technical assistance provider), 
please indicate whether you needed it, whether you received it, and if you received: it, how helpful it was 
(very helpful, somewhat helpful,, not at all helpful). 
Type of Assistance 








p f / M f How totpf til 
was the assistance? 
V (Very helpful) 
S (Somewhat helpful) 
N (Notat all helpful) 
a. Assistance with federal fiscal reporting. V N 
b. Assistance with performance 
measurement. (GPRAS reporting 
c. Assistance forming a steering committee 
d. Assistance with staff training 
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SVORl PD interview 3/06 
Type of Assistance 
#.. Assistance with evidence-based program 
selection 
f. Assistance with rtsk/neatfe assessments 
g, Assistance with substance use 
programming 
h. Assistance with mental health 
programming 
i. Assistance with employment 
programming 
j . Assistance with housing programming 
k, Assistance with family/community 
integration programming 
1. Local ©valuation assistance 
m„ Other assistance (please specify'. 
s 
n. Q#wr assistance tplease specify: 
J 
o. Other assistance (please specify;; 
) 






























{#>«§ How helpful 
was the assistance 
V (Very helpful) 
S (Somewhat helpful) 
N (Not at all: helpfulj 
V 5 N 
V S N 
V S N 
V S N 
V 5 N 
V 5 N 
V 5 N 
V S N 
V S N 
V S Isl 
V S N 
64, What is the key component of your SVORl program, that you think has matte the biggest difference far 
program participants? 
We may post your respowe an your program'spioM'eon the SVORl MuiU-Sil& Evaluation website. Please 
check ftere ifymjdoMaf»mntyourrsponssposi:sd: D 
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Appendix B (continued) 
SVORI PD Interview m& 
What components at"your 5VGR1 program did not appear to work? 
W@ rosy past your response an your pmgmm's ppaRfe on the SVORt MuSti-Sste Evstfuafiatt wohsta. Pleas? 
ebe.dc here if you do not warn your response pasta/; D 
66, What have been the most significant organizational or systems-lews! changes as a result of SVOKB 
WB may post your response on your program's proflh art llie SVOftt AiuiM-Site Evttlmtim weMm, Please 
check here if you do nut want your response posted; D 
Thank yon very much for taking the time to complete this survey. 




in aider to update our records, please provide the contact Information for the Individual responsible for your 




Pimmiimi^a.pimtGmpyofih/wstm'eyand mail the original to RTI by March 3 ?, .2006,, using the Federal 




2003 CODE SHEET 
Target population 
Program organization and services (focus on projected mental health services/counseling) 




2005 CODE SHEET 
Eligibility Criteria: 
SVORI Fully Operational: 
Total SVORI participants enrolled by 12/31/04: 
Program Participation Voluntary: 
Primary Use of SVORI funds: 
Top 3 Areas of Program Focus: 
Top 3 Outcomes Targeted by Program: 
# of SVORI participants in MH services: Pre-Release (0-100%') Post-Release (0-100%) 
Top 3 Services Enhanced 




2006 CODE SHEET 
Eligibility Criteria: 
SVORI Fully Operational: 
Total SVORI participants enrolled by 3/1/06: 
Program phase most difficult to implement: 
Top 3 Factors that limited enrollment: 
Top 5 Areas Program Focused on: 
Top 3 Outcome hopes (besides recidivism): 
# of SVORI participants in MH Services: Pre-Release (0-100%) Post-Release (0-100%) 
MH Agencies/CBO involved with SVORI: 
Continuing SVORI: 
Elements Retained: 
Plan to Expand: 
What ways do you plan to expand? 
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